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A note on the electronic thesis 

The original thesis-as-artefact comprises a set of six solander boxes: one 

contains the FRONT MATTER, one contains the BACK MATTER, and the 

remaining four contain documentation of the book-works, essay-

artefacts, and performances specific to the various chapters.  

Each of the red FRONT MATTER and BACK MATTER boxes contains a 

set of printed, pamphlet-stitched, A5 booklets, introducing and framing 

the concerns of the Thesis. The FRONT MATTER booklets comprise the 

Title Page and Declaration, Abstract, Table of Contents, Preface and 

Introduction. The BACK MATTER booklets comprise the Afterword, 

Appendix, Bibliography and Acknowledgements. 

Each of the black CHAPTER boxes contains a set of unbound printed 

images and a flash drive with digital files, documenting the book-works 

and performances in some form or other. Digital versions of all the essay-

artefacts are included on the flash drives. 

The thesis-as-artefact is thus made up of several loose components, 

which can be disarticulated and rearranged. While the electronic thesis 

‘contains’ the material in a more tidy, sequential manner, I have tried to 

retain the allusion to separate, individual sections and components. As 

such, the pagination remains particular to each ‘section’, as does the size 

and formatting of the pages. I have also left in place all allusions to the 

materiality of the thesis-as-artefact, as each chapter’s documentary 

images were printed on a paper stock specific to the artefacts in that 

chapter (the reader of the electronic thesis will have to imagine this 

materiality).  

In regards to the digital files on the flash drives in the thesis-as-artefact, 

I have not incorporated the documentary videos, performance videos, 

and slideshows into this document (due to their size), but these are 

available as appendices. Digital versions of the essay-artefacts, which 

were specifically designed for on-screen reading, have been incorporated 

into this document. I have also inserted images of the thesis boxes and 

their contents to better contextualise the ‘object’ to which the electronic 

version refers. 
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[ABSTRACT] 

Acronym: TBC. Definition: To Be Confirmed… To Be Considered… To Be 

Completed… To Be Continued… To Be Created… To Be Contested…  

(https://acronyms.thefreedictionary.com/TBC) 

In this thesis, I utilise praxis as a research methodology to reflect on – 

and ‘refocus’ – a particular past: the South African War of 1899-1902. 

Better known in some contexts as the ‘Boer War’ (or ‘Anglo-Boer 

War’), the South African War haunted the De Jager family for 

generations, primarily because of the trauma endured by my great-

grandmother in a British-run concentration camp. But it also haunts 

my present, as a white, Anglicised Afrikaner in a decolonising South 

Africa. I brush up against its residues almost daily: in the persistence 

of political mythologising that conjured the spectre of Afrikaner 

genocide; in the traces of partisan remembrance that, for decades, 

denied black South Africans a place in this history; in lingering 

homages to the imperialist figures who incited and sustained the War. 

As with most traumatic histories, the ‘truth’ of the South African 

War remains occluded, plagued by slippages and gaps. Differing 

accounts continue to “‘speak’ past each other”, in the words of Liz 

Stanley and Helen Dampier (2005:92). In response, I apprehend this 

past as a site of epistemological uncertainty, recognising that it is both 

unknowable (in absolute terms) and unfinished. My approach aligns 

with epistemic-sceptic Alun Munslow’s (2010:5) assertion that we 

conjure “the-past-as-history”, and that history is not an “objective and 

impersonal alignment with past actuality” but a “fictive, self-

conscious, subjective-emotional, imaginative and carefully authored 

expression” (Munslow 2010:138). For Munslow (2010:138), the 

recognition that “history is an artwork” liberates the historian to 

embrace its potential as an ethically-responsible, performative practice. 

Following Munslow, my thesis comprises a series of experiments 

in “experimental history”, which Munslow (2010:273) identifies as 
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“any history that confronts and defamiliarises conventional notions of 

historical expression that locate content before form”. It consists of a 

number of hand-bound book-works, essay-artefacts, digital slideshows 

and performances, prompted largely by archival research conducted 

in the United Kingdom and South Africa. Grouped together symbolically 

as ‘chapters’ in an unbound book, these elements grapple with the 

past self-reflexively, positing history ‘TBC’ – as an open-ended 

promise, without an end in sight. They exemplify Munslow’s (2010:8) 

contention that “there are always alternative and legitimate ways of 

perceiving and performing the past”. 

What links my explorations is the metaphor of ‘refocusing’, 

which I use to suggest the complexity (and complicity) of looking. 

‘Refocusing’ foregrounds the variable lenses and sightlines of the 

historian-researcher; it denotes an active ‘bringing into view’, in a way 

that acknowledges the vicissitudes of both seer and seen. As such, my 

creative responses in and to this history contend with the past not as 

a discoverable given, but as a space of contestable representations; a 

site/sight without closure, completion, or confirmation, where the 

vantage point of/from the present is always at stake. By extension, I 

utilise the open-endedness of praxis to ‘think’ the history of the South 

African War towards an unpredictable future, where creative practice, 

to cite Jill Bennett (2005:11), “does not so much reveal truth as thrust 

us involuntarily into a mode of critical inquiry”.  
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[PREFACE] 

 

 

 

 

I begin, appropriately, up in the air, 36 000 feet above sea level. 

On the screen in the seat-back in front of me, Skymap plots our 

flight path – a south-easterly line across Africa spanning almost 

the length of the continent. (I settle into this thought: I am going 

home …) The purposeful trajectory of our flight path reminds me 

of the cartoon Rhodes Colossus,1 his imperial stride straddling 

Africa. But Flight VS461 is not a colossus; it is a speck in the endless 

sky. Nestled in the hold is a suitcase packed with hand-bound 

books, the labour of a PhD.  

A single line from the in-flight safety film seems stuck in my 

head, on repeat: “leave everything behind you”, says an ominous 

voice, as a crudely drawn passenger prepares to navigate the 

emergency slide. Thus we hurtle into the unknown night, and my 

thoughts take flight along their own celestial trajectory, shuttling 

between the murky coordinates of destinations not yet reached 

and things inevitably left behind, unable to find their bearings. 

 

 

 

  

                                                             
1 An iconic cartoon drawn by Edward Linley Sambourne, which first 
appeared in Punch magazine in 1892, depicting British imperialist Cecil 
Rhodes standing over the continent of Africa. 
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I begin, alternatively, amidst the pages of a precarious story. It is 

early in the new year in 1902, in South Africa. A mother, Maria, is 

lying in a hospital bed in a British-run concentration camp, with a 

fever of 104 degrees. She is consumed by loss. She has buried four 

children in under three months – the youngest, a ten-day-old 

infant who was born in the camp a few weeks after her arrival. 

Concentration camp records would attribute their deaths to 

measles, pertussis and/or broncho-pneumonia, but Maria doesn’t 

know this. She knows only that the meagre rations and rudimentary 

medicines have been insufficient to keep them alive.   

Somewhere outside the camp her husband is at war: a Boer 

on commando fighting British soldiers. Lord Kitchener and his 

troops are burning homesteads and rounding up the refugees, 

despatching them to camps across southern Africa (there are 

separate camps for Boers and Africans). Every day, more 

disenfranchised Boers arrive at Maria’s camp, as the frail and sickly 

die in their tents with broken hearts and bodies.  

I read these things in a fading, handwritten memoir. Maria – 

my great-grandmother – does not die in the concentration camp, 

although her brush with death is very real. I read her memoir, over 

and over, imagining my way into her terrible precariousness (which 

is also my ambivalent birthright).  
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I begin, for a third time, amidst this text, and on its own terms (as 

it were):  

History [TBC]  

Refocusing the South African War  

Through praxis  

 

 

History [TBC] 

I declare this ‘up front’ in my title, nailing my colours to the mast. 

This thesis is about history, but as something that is TBC. 

Commonly regarded as the acronym for ‘To Be Confirmed’, ‘TBC’ 

could denote a number of other phrases, including ‘To Be 

Considered’, ‘To Be Completed’, ‘To Be Continued’, ‘To Be 

Created’, and ‘To Be Contested’.2 It is unclear which of these ‘c’-

words is being invoked (perhaps all of them). Whatever the case, 

a point of consistency is the auxiliary verb to be, implicitly 

portending a future moment. Something is still to happen, 

whether at the level of confirmation, consideration, completion, 

continuation, creation and/or contestation. ‘TBC’ is a forward-

looking concept. Coupled with ‘history’, it hints at a temporal 

ambivalence that borders on the oxymoronic. For ‘history’ implies 

a resolutely backward glance: its domain is the past.  

Or is it?     

For feminist historian Hélène Raddeker (2007:40) “history is 

more about the (or our) present”, because “it is inevitable that the 

present will … determine (our representations of) the past” 

(2007:53). We simply cannot ‘look back’ except from the vantage 

point of the present. Here Raddeker quotes Keith Jenkins: 

                                                             
2 As listed by TheFreeDictionary.com. 
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Given … that there is no presuppositionless interpretation of 

the past, and given that interpretations of the past are 

constructed in the present, the possibility of the historian 

being able to slough off his [sic] present to reach somebody 

else’s past on their terms looks remote (Jenkins quoted in 

Raddeker 2007:54).  

In many respects, the inevitability of ‘presentism’ 

underpins the discipline’s ‘crisis in confidence’, which Raddeker 

(2007:2) attributes to the advent of postmodernism:3 with the 

“failure of the traditional grand narratives (‘metanarratives’) of 

Enlightenment-derived modernism” came a “widespread suspicion” 

of “transcendental (fixed or absolute) meanings, realties, knowledge, 

facts and truth, as well as Reason or rationalism”. 

In the field of history, postmodern scepticism has called 

into question “the basic principles of history as a ‘knowledge’” 

(Raddeker 2007:2), as a discipline capable of uncovering the 

infallible ‘truth’ of the past. Critiques of modernist, empiricist 

history have often focused on the question of representation, 

arguing that the past as such is fundamentally inaccessible and 

irrecoverable. It can only be ‘known’ in and through the mediating 

lens of representation, which is always subjective and variable 

(based on, and open to, the vagaries of interpretation). In 

Raddeker’s (2007:23) words, “history is not material reality; it is not 

the past but representations of it, however many ‘facts’ (references 

to real events etc.) it may contain”.  

In this view, even primary sources (as repositories of ‘facts’) 

are caught up in webs of language, reference and inference, 

needing to be ‘read’ by the historian. As Hans Kellner (quoted in 

                                                             
3 The term is generally attributed to philosopher and literary theorist Jean-
François Lyotard, and is described by Raddeker (2007:2) as “an umbrella 
term that covers others that are interrelated and more specific, such as 
‘poststructuralism’, ‘deconstruction’ and the ‘linguistic turn’”. 
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Raddeker 2007:40) contends, primary sources are not (or not 

simply) “particles of reality from which an image of the past is 

made” – rather, they are themselves images, and part of the 

complex imaginings, that constitute the meaning-making ‘work’ of 

history. For Kellner (quoted in Raddeker 2007:40), “history is not 

‘about’ the past as such, but rather about our ways of creating 

meanings from the scattered, and profoundly meaningless debris 

we find around us”.  

It is in this sense, perhaps, that one might refer to history 

‘TBC’: as an engagement with the past that remains unresolved and 

inconclusive, always already still to be confirmed, considered, 

completed, continued, created and/or contested. “History … is 

unfinished in the sense that the future always uses its past in new 

ways”, suggests historian Peter Gay (quoted in Antze & Lambek 

1996:xi). Thus ‘the past’ is forever an open book – or perhaps, more 

aptly, an open grave; its corpus shaped by the operations of history 

(digging, unearthing, and burying; digging, unearthing, and burying 

again) but never definitively laid to rest.   
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Refocusing the South African War 

The online catalogue of the United Kingdom’s National Archives, 

Discovery, typically refers to it as the ‘Boer War’ (2 262 records); 

less frequently as the ‘South African War’ (1 874 records); and only 

infrequently as the ‘Anglo-Boer War’ (170 records). My great-

grandmother referred to it, in her memoir, as the ‘Anglo-Boere 

Oorlog’ (Afrikaans for ‘Anglo-Boer War’). My father refers to it as 

the ‘Anglo-Boer War’. I grew up referring to it as the ‘Anglo-Boer 

War’, then changed to ‘South African War’ once I started 

researching it properly (‘South African War’ appears to be the 

preferred term in academia, ostensibly denoting that the war 

involved all South Africans and not just the Boers).  

Wikipedia lists it as the ‘Second Boer War’, presumably to 

differentiate it from the ‘First Boer War’ of 1880-1881. A series of 

six volumes by JH Breytenbach, published between 1969 and 1996, 

refers to it as the ‘Tweede Vryheidsoorlog’ (Afrikaans for ‘Second 

War of Freedom’). In her influential social history, Elizabeth van 

Heyningen refers to it as the ‘Anglo-Boer War’, but only – as she 

laments in an interview (Van Heyningen quoted in Hunter 

2013:639) – because “we live in a Google-driven world” where 

“most people search on ‘Anglo-Boer’” (her preference would have 

been for ‘South African War’). Well-known historian Bill Nasson, 

whilst acknowledging the full bouquet of titles, seems somewhat 

reluctant to commit, diplomatically titling his study, simply, The 

War for South Africa.  

Each of these names has its own inflection, subtly (or not so 

subtly) attributing responsibility and hinting at motives. ‘Boer War’ 

implies that it was the Boers who provoked it – hence it is perhaps 

unsurprising that this is the preferred term of the UK government’s 

official archive. For many stalwart Afrikaners, it was a ‘Vryheidsoorlog’ 

– a war for freedom from alleged oppressors. In turn, the very 

abundance of names mirrors the plethora of truth claims that push 
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and pull at this history. As Nasson (2010:285) observes, the war’s 

“long shadow illustrates the extent to which even – or especially – 

after 1902, its meanings continued to be fought over”. 

Described by Nasson (2010:11) as “a conflict which finally 

completed the British imperial conquest of Southern Africa”, the war 

of 1899-1902 was essentially a battle for control of the two 

independent Boer Republics (the Transvaal and the Orange Free 

State). It attained particular notoriety due to the British ‘scorched 

earth’ policy, which laid to waste large portions of the Boer republics 

and resulted in significant civilian casualties. In the wake of ‘scorched 

earth’, Boer and black South Africans were rounded up and sent to 

hastily constructed concentration camps, where they died in their 

thousands: official records suggest over 27 000 casualties in the Boer 

camps (mostly women and children), and some historians estimate 

that perhaps as many people died in the black camps (Van Heyningen 

2013:ix) (although this figure remains largely speculative, given that 

these camp records were lost and destroyed). 

In many respects, the question of what actually happened, 

especially in the Boer concentration camps, remains a perpetual 

irritant; a ‘sore point’ that flares up intermittently (as it has done 

for decades). This is the tender seamline where truth-claims cleave 

apart, with some parties insisting that the camps were set up to 

exterminate the Boer women and children imprisoned within them 

(an interpretation popularised by Afrikaner nationalism in the 

1930s and 1940s); and others insisting that, on the contrary, the 

camps were set up to house the vulnerable Boer refugees who had 

been left to fend for themselves on the open veld (an interpretation 

popularised by the British press, at the time of the war and in its 

aftermath).   

Recently (in February 2019), a British Member of Parliament 

(MP) reignited the century-old controversy when he asserted, on live 

television, that the Boers were interned in the camps for their own 

protection and safety, and that the death rate in the camps was not 
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atypical.4 Members of a Facebook group dedicated to the war5 

responded with outrage and incredulity. There followed a slew of 

counterclaims, letters and comments on various platforms – some 

incendiary and reactive, others more composed – endeavouring to 

‘correct’ the MP’s misapprehension of the ‘truth’ of the camps. 

South African war historian Fransjohan Pretorius weighed in on the 

matter, with an article pointedly titled ‘Concentration camps in the 

South African War? Here are the real facts’ (Pretorius 2019).6 

It is within this fraught and ‘high-stakes’ terrain that I 

situate my PhD research – with aspirations not to ‘set the record 

straight’ but to work with and through this nebulous history, 

‘refocusing’ some of its concerns. ‘Refocusing’, in turn, draws 

impetus from Helen Dampier’s (2008:374) methodology of “re-

reading” Boer women’s testimonies, which “in part informed by 

post-structuralism, emphasizes multiple meanings and also the 

multiple re/readings that arise from different reading contexts”. 

As a form of “reading against the grain” (Dampier 2008:368), it 

entails “scepticism about the truth claims of much ‘primary’ or 

‘empirical’ research, and a critical revisionist approach to existing 

texts – ‘a rereading of an already written universe’”. As such, it is 

also concerned with “the patterns across different kinds of texts 

and the processes whereby certain accounts gain currency over 

time” (Dampier 2008:374).  

                                                             
4 Jacob Rees-Mogg, on an episode of BBC One's Question Time (Jacob Rees-
Mogg … 2019). 
5 The Anglo-Boer War (The South African War) – 1899-1902 
 (https://www.facebook.com/groups/AngloBoerWar/). 
6 Pretorius’s insistence on the “real facts” brings to mind Alun Munslow’s 
(2004:8) observation that “there is, even among the most aware of 
historians, a deep-seated desire to reconstruct the past as it really was – 
to ‘tell the truth about history’ … – instead of acknowledging that you 
cannot reveal the truth about a representation, for that, plainly, is what 
history actually is”.  
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My strategy of ‘refocusing’ shares with Dampier’s ‘re-reading’ 

an interest in the truth claims advanced in the course of this 

history. But I extend Dampier’s metaphor to include the element 

of ‘re-looking’, as befits my interest in practice-based research. 

My process has involved many hours of actively looking through 

archives, reading (and re-reading) them not just for their ‘content’ 

but for visual clues and resonances. ‘Refocusing’ suggests an 

invested and attentive gaze, a ‘looking beneath the surface’ akin 

to Dampier’s ‘reading against the grain’. But it also suggests a 

process of bringing into view that implicates the viewer; 

reminding me that my gaze – as a white, Anglicised Afrikaner in a 

decolonising South Africa – is neither neutral nor disinterested. 

Rather, the ‘content’ of what I see is contingent on the vantage 

point of my gaze, inasmuch as the vantage point of my gaze is 

affected by what I see. ‘Refocusing’ is always directed from 

somewhere at something; instability at both ends.  

By extension, ‘refocusing’ alludes to the (literal and 

metaphorical) lenses that influence one’s looking and knowing. 

It suggests that any perspective on past events is always already a 

partial view: mediated, occluded, differentially focused, supported 

and intercepted by the variable lenses and perspectives of self and 

others. It is not fortuitous, in this regard, that much of my research 

has involved lens-based media, camera viewfinders and computer 

screens; the apparatuses of focusing and refocusing. (Nor is it 

fortuitous that I frame this thesis as a further ‘refocusing’: it has 

been heavily mediated, cropped, filtered and adjusted for tone in 

accordance with the requirements of the PhD and my own 

subjective ‘take’ on my material. It makes no claims to ‘real facts’; 

its ‘focus’ is not always sharp.)  
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Through praxis 

If ‘refocusing’ suggests an active ‘bringing into view’, then ‘praxis’ 

suggests an embodied handling, and a ‘knowing’ through handling, 

hands-on. ‘Praxis’ is often used interchangeably with ‘practice’, but 

this conflation belies its nuanced history, which dates back to 

Aristotle’s tripartite typology of knowledge: theoria, praxis and 

poiesis. As Anna Nilsson Hammar (2018:114) explains, theoria, 

praxis and poiesis represent activities “aimed at producing different 

forms of knowledge” and have “corresponding virtues of thought”: 

Theoria is associated with episteme – that is, theoretical/ 

epistemic knowledge … Praxis is in turn connected to the virtue 

of phronesis, or the practical wisdom related to social and 

political interaction. Poiesis is linked to techne, or practical/ 

productive knowledge, a knowledge of how to make something 

(Nilsson Hammar 2018:114). 

Where discussions on knowledge have tended to focus on 

the relationship between theory and practice, Aristotle’s distinction 

between praxis and poiesis – as different types of ‘practical 

knowledge’ – is useful in further unpacking the nature and value of 

practice-based research. Aristotle differentiates the two by 

designating poiesis as “the capacity to make” and praxis as “the 

capacity to act” (Aristotle & Ross 1999:94). Poiesis entails “activity 

that produces a product” (Hemme 2018:62): it is goal-orientated 

and end-directed, because ‘making’ presupposes ‘the thing made’. 

It is in this sense that Aristotle refers to poiesis as “the artisan’s 

knowledge, a certain kind of creative skill” (Nilsson Hammar 

2018:114). Praxis – ‘the capacity to act’ – is not productive in this 

way: it “is not a means to an end and does not leave an object 

behind” (Hemme 2018:66). Instead, the significance of the activity 

resides in the activity. Praxis is “practical wisdom” allied to 

“deliberation” (Aristotle & Ross 1999:94). Unlike theoria, it proceeds 
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in the absence of accepted ‘first principles’; and unlike poiesis, it is 

directed towards no end “other than itself” – for “good action itself 

is its end” (Aristotle & Ross 1999:95).  

In light of the above, it is perhaps unsurprising that poiesis 

(and its virtue, techne) is frequently aligned with the ‘practical 

knowledge’ of the creative arts, as art-making intrinsically tends 

towards the production of artefacts (however loosely defined). In 

Aristotle’s words, “All art is concerned with [the] coming into 

being” of something (Aristotle & Ross 1999:94). However, Aristotle’s 

conception of praxis – as knowledge through action, without stable 

beginnings and determinate ends – affords a valuable sightline on 

the process of creative practice, specifically in practice-based 

research. For although the making of artefacts may be inherent in the 

creative process, the ‘praxis’ of taking action in and through practice-

based research is often where knowledge emerges, proffering 

insights that may well exceed the ‘end product’ of the artefact.   

In the case of my PhD, I regard my methodology as a praxis 

that includes poiesis. For although I have an abiding predilection for 

the making of artefacts (which, in their own way, evince the 

‘productive’ knowledge of poiesis), my process is less concerned 

with the artefact-as-product than it is with the research act (and its 

performativity) as a site of ‘practical knowledge’. It is in the open-

endedness of praxis, for me, that practice-based research can 

afford new insights on ‘old’ material, shifting makers and readers 

reciprocally. Using Barbara Bolt’s (2004:5) metaphor, my interest 

lies less in “the artwork” than in “the ‘work’ of art” – where ‘work’, 

a verb, denotes an action exerted (an act and an acting upon).  

My use of the term ‘praxis’ thus foregrounds the ways in 

which knowledge ‘comes to the fore’ through the ‘deliberative’ 

actions of practice. I am guided in this regard by Bolt’s (2004:65) 

conception of “praxical understanding” which she derives, in 

part, from Martin Heidegger’s notion of “handlability” as a 

means of “being-in-the-world” (Bolt 2004:63-64). For Bolt (2004:64) 
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(summarising Heidegger), “It is through concernful dealings with or 

handling of things, that the nature of the world is revealed to 

beings”. To use Heidegger’s example, we understand a hammer 

through the very act of hammering: no amount of theoretical 

contemplation and/or perceptual cognition can enable this level of 

discovery. Thus “handling reveals its own kind of knowledge” (Bolt 

2004:64).  

Applying the concept of ‘handlability’ to the creative arts, 

Bolt (2004:65) contends that “art can be seen to emerge in the 

involvement with materials, methods, tools and ideas of practice”. 

Art “is not just the representation of an already formed idea”; 

instead it involves “a praxical engagement” which, in turn, affords 

“its own kind of sight”. According to Bolt (2004:65), “Heidegger 

terms the kind of sight through which we come to know how to 

paint, to dance or to write, ‘circumspection’ (Umsicht). For 

Heidegger, it is through circumspection that the ‘new’ emerges”. 

(I recall my frequent visits to the Archives; the many hours spent 

handling old documents. I remember taking them up – literally, in 

my hands – and then, through handling, taking them in…) 

Following Bolt, it could be argued that the very ‘handlability’ 

through which artworks come into being is what enables and 

affords ‘new’ knowledge, facilitating routes to the unthought. 

Rather than simply materialising already-thought ideas, the 

creative process, as praxis, “forms the pathway (or part of it) 

through which new insights, understandings and products come 

into being” (Borgdorff 2010:46). In this model, knowledge is not 

(or not simply) translated into practice; nor is it extrapolated out 

of practice. Instead, it is ‘arrived at’ (always provisionally, always 

tentatively, and always anew) in and through the ongoing ‘workings’ 

of art on makers and readers.  

It is in this sense that the ‘practical knowledge’ afforded by 

praxis far exceeds the limitations of artefact-as-product, because 

it emerges and operates performatively. The artefact may be a by-
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product of the author’s ‘handling’ (of materials and ideas), but it 

is also an invitation to further ‘handling’ by untold future readers. 

The ‘point’, to paraphrase Marygrace Hemme (2018:74), “is not 

simply the product but the opportunity it creates to form an 

interpretation, response, interaction, or relationship” thereby 

“inspiring thought and action in others” (Hemme 2018:74). It is 

thus that, as John Lysaker (2014:535) suggests, “Praxis is always 

in part the creation of the world to come”. 

It is not surprising, then, that praxis – conceived of as an 

open-ended handling/circumspection – entails “the critical and 

inextricable meld of theory and practice” (Stewart 2001:3). For the 

‘artwork’, in this scenario, is neither an overdetermined repository 

of ‘theory’ nor a mute object needing to be theorised. Instead, it is 

a work of art, a generative site of and for knowledge, where such 

knowledge is perpetually ‘worked out’ in the ‘handling’.  

By extension, it seems pivotal that any elucidation of the 

work of art should itself be an act of praxis, an ‘exegesis’ that 

‘handles itself’ performatively. To write on praxis as praxis is thus 

the challenge; to write as a matter of praxis… In this thesis, I 

conceptualise my writing as a praxical engagement, a ‘coming to 

know’ in the handling. At times (admittedly), I write propositionally, 

reasoning my way through epistemic claims in a manner that 

approaches theoria. At times (admittedly), I am preoccupied with 

the materialisation of existing ideas, in a manner that approximates 

poiesis. But sometimes – oftentimes – I write to work out, in the 

handling of language, what it is that I could be thinking. And it is in 

these moments (as I weigh up my words, pressing them into the 

palm of my hand) that I begin to know.  
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A pronounced intake of breath and I begin (for a fourth time, now) 

with a proposition: 

If history is ‘unfinished’ – always already still to be confirmed, 

considered, completed, continued, created and/or contested – 

then it is itself handled matter; and a matter to be handled. 

Amorphous, elusive and irretrievable, the unknowable past takes 

shape in the hands of historians who handle it, via the handiwork 

of history. To this extent, history bears witness less to the ‘truth’ of 

the past than to the imprint of this perpetual (man)handling.  

How, then, does one begin to handle the nebulous past 

(and its untold former handlings) in a way that does justice to its 

gravitas? Indeed, how does one handle oneself, as a handler of 

handled matter, in a manner that matters? 
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PART 1: The Archive 

Like most researchers with an interest in ‘the past’, I headed for the 

archives, to get my hands on some records. In October 2015, on my 

second visit (of many) to The National Archives UK, I photographed 

a dog-eared document in Record WO/32 8061; an act that was 

uncannily portentous. A heading (in a bold, serif, uppercase font) 

declares: ‘CONCENTRATION CAMPS IN SOUTH AFRICA’. Beneath 

this, most of the landscape-format page is devoted to a table, 

enumerating ‘STATISTICS OF THE MONTH OF JULY, 1901’. In broad 

columns, lists of figures denote the occupancy of men, women and 

children in the ‘White’ and ‘Coloured’ camps across four regions; 

and in neighbouring columns, the numbers of ‘White (deaths)’ and 

‘Coloured (deaths)’.  

This document caught my eye, partly because of the date 

to which the statistics pertain: the month of July, 1901. Just a few 

weeks later (on the ninth of September) my great-grandmother 

would enter the Winburg Concentration Camp with her five young 

children (a sixth in her pregnant body), upping occupancy 

statistics in the ‘Orange River Colony’ for the month of September 

(their names would appear on the Winburg Camp Register). And 

before the year was out, four of her children would influence 

statistics in the ‘White (deaths)’ column – one in October and 

three in December (their names would appear in the Orange River 

Colony Death Lists).  

I was drawn to the seeming authority of this record, tempted 

to take at face value a page of tabled statistics, especially one that 

has been archived. But something gave me pause. The document is 

part of a larger narrative, framed on either side by a series of 

collated telegrams between ‘the Secretary of State for War’ (St John 

Brodrick) and ‘Lord [Herbert] Kitchener’. In one exchange, the 

former asks the latter to “please explain the difference in the tables 

of mortality shown in the reports and those forwarded in the 
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telegrams”1 – so it seems there were known discrepancies in versions 

of the ‘statistics’. Slipped into the telegrammed to and fro between 

Brodrick and Kitchener, the document now seemed strangely 

unreliable.  

It also drew my attention (compelling me to photograph it) 

because of a curious handwritten insertion: at some stage, the 

existing heading had been amended (handled by an unseen hand). 

The word ‘concentration’ had been scratched out in pencil; and two 

scribbled words – which I read as ‘Of Refugees’ – inserted after 

‘camps’. I wondered about the date of that amendment and the 

identity of the amending author. I wondered (and still wonder) how 

an amendment of this kind would alter the ‘meaning’ of the 

statistics being enumerated. Are deaths in ‘Concentration Camps’ 

any more or less tolerable than deaths in ‘Camps of Refugees’?  

That same day, I decided to photograph the punch-holes in 

Record WO 32/8061, as a means to ‘think through’ the gaps, 

slippages, amendments and discrepancies that mar and mark this 

‘handled’ history. In turn (and over time, through the praxis of 

reciprocal handling and circumspection) my research took shape as 

a self-reflexive mapping of this fraught and contested space; a 

tracing of the contours of absence. I set off, on one tangent, to 

create a book of holes (the central artefact in CHAPTER 1). I set off, 

on another, to tease out “the epistemological gap” that, for Liz 

Stanley and Helen Dampier (2005:92), underpins the way in which 

differing accounts of the war continue to “‘speak’ past each other”.  

  

                                                             
1 Telegram No. 547, War Office, 12 November 1901. Record WO 32/8061, TNA. 
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Gaps, facts, truth 
I set off (in other words) to probe some holes in this pocked and 

pitted terrain, mindful that differing interpretations are a given of 

any war, but intrigued by the extent to which this war – and its truth 

claims regarding the Boer concentration camps, in particular – had 

become so firmly entrenched in the hearts and minds of whole 

generations of white Afrikaners. Indeed, the trauma of the camps 

seems like a double-blight on our collective South African psyche: a 

relatively short-lived catastrophe that occasioned a massive loss of 

life (of Boer and black South Africans); but also a lingering, ongoing 

catastrophe that – by dint of its subsequent political mythologising 

– continues to do damage.  

This latter ‘catastrophe’ is traceable back to the 1930s and 

1940s, when the appropriation of concentration camp narratives 

by the Afrikaner nationalist government led to a highly selective 

and partisan remembering within South Africa, fuelled by intense 

anti-British sentiment and a racialised apprehension of Afrikaner 

sovereignty. Stories of suffering in the Boer camps were co-opted, 

solicited and disseminated by certain Afrikaner nationalist 

publishers, in the interests not just of recalling the past but of 

forging a particular “narrative of nation” (De Reuck 1999:79) for 

the future. Understandings of the Boer camps as genocidal were 

instrumental to the development of Afrikaner identity, founded, as 

it was, on biblical motifs of suffering and sacrifice. What evolved 

was a “historiography of aggrievedness” (Boje & Pretorius 2011:60), 

bolstered by a proliferation of increasingly bitter testimonial writings.  

But in order to sustain the myth of Boer martyrdom (and 

subsequent claims to Afrikaner sovereignty), the ‘issue’ of the black 

concentration camps had to be downplayed completely, lest it 

detract from this nation-forging narrative of Boer suffering and 

sacrifice. For successive decades, commemorative practices within 

South Africa “carried not a trace of acknowledgement of the 

experience and losses of the thousands of black people who were 
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caught up in the hostilities in one way or another” (Nasson 

2000:150). In both informal histories and formal scholarship, the 

matter of the black concentration camps was all but expunged 

from the historical record – until at least the 1970s when, according 

to Nasson (2000:162) and Albert Grundlingh (2004:365), certain 

‘progressive’ historians took it up.  

The slow, pernicious ‘catastrophe’ of an Afrikaner nationalist 

apprehension of the camps – which, in effect, amplified the 

suffering of one population group and effaced the suffering of 

another – was premised on, and perpetuated, a network of holes, 

slippages and oversights. But it lodged itself in the popular (white) 

imagination with such ferocity that it evidently still holds sway in 

some quarters. It persists in the taken-for-granted assertions that 

frequently come up in discussions on the topic; it underpins the 

often-repeated lament (by some white South Africans) that ‘27 000 

people died in the concentration camps’ – proffered as fact, and 

without acknowledgement (or awareness, even) that 27 000 white 

people died in the camps, but that there were also significant 

casualties in the black concentration camps.  

But what of the ‘original’ catastrophe? Is it possible to know 

what actually happened? Here too, the truth remains occluded, 

plagued by slippages and gaps. For if Afrikaner nationalism 

‘mythologised’ the camps as genocidal, their labelling as ‘refugee 

camps’ was no less strategic (and ultimately misleading). According 

to Nasson (2010:242), the camp scheme was initiated in December 

1900, when “Kitchener instituted a policy of what was termed 

‘refugee-camp’ provision for the whole of South Africa”. At the 

time, over forty camps had been hastily erected to house the 

inhabitants of towns already burned down. By September of 1901 

(the month that my great-grandmother entered the Winburg 

Concentration camp), “there were 110 000 inmates housed in 

white concentration camps”; and alongside them “another flood of 
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homeless Africans, for whom the military authorities established 

separate refugee camps” (Nasson 2010:242).  

The British government deflected criticism of the camp 

scheme on the grounds that its objectives were humane: the camps 

existed to house the vulnerable refugees who would otherwise be 

left at risk on the open veld. But more sober apprehensions 

recognised the camps – especially the Boer camps – as tactical, or 

at the very least as “serving a paradoxical military purpose” (Nasson 

2010:243). During the course of 1901, camp populations swelled, 

as Kitchener ordered “the removal of all people from designated 

hostile districts which were persistently sustaining commandos” 

(Nasson 2010:242). In these cases, the internees were ‘removed’ to 

the camps not for their own protection but to deprive the Boer 

guerrillas of “their supporting eyes, ears, and food” (Nasson  

2010:243). At the same time, the camps were increasingly used as 

“hostage sites”, designed to “pressurise the enemy into giving up” 

if they hoped to reunite with their families (Nasson 2010:243-244).   

In many respects, the ‘epistemological gap’ identified by 

Stanley and Dampier speaks to these divergent (and paradoxical) 

objectives: from differing vantage points, the very nature and 

purpose of the camps starts to shape-shift. By extension, the ‘truth’ 

about life in the camps is prone to variable, and contested, 

understandings. As Van Heyningen (2013:150) notes, the history of 

the black concentration camps “remains shadowy”, due to gutted 

records and because “the experience of the camps has been erased 

from black memory”. In contrast, knowledge of life in the Boer 

camps appears readily available, via the prolific incidents of Boer 

women’s writings solicited by British humanitarian, Emily Hobhouse, 

in her campaign to bring about reform.  

Within South Africa, Hobhouse’s work “would become the 

stuff of Afrikaner legend” (Hasian 2003:147), supposedly telling the 

unadorned truth about maladministration, mistreatment, and 

appalling living conditions in the Boer camps. But amongst the 
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defenders of camp policies, her reports were decried as nothing 

more (or less) than the ravings of a “hysterical spinster” (a label 

bestowed on her by Joseph Chamberlain, in October 1901) (Hasian 

2003:151). Throughout the war (and long afterwards), the British 

government’s line was to insist on the “military necessity” of the 

camps (Hasian 2003:147) and to downplay its own culpability. Thus 

the frighteningly high mortality rate – which reached 344 per 1 000 

by October 1901 (Nasson 2010:247) – was attributed to the Boers 

themselves, who were accused of “running up their own death lists 

due to their ignorance of modern sanitation” (Nasson 2010:247). 

Against this backdrop, Hobhouse is at pains to underscore 

the truthfulness of the narratives collated in her reports, 

persistently framing them as ‘fact’ – as “the simple facts of a very 

terrible time, told simply and without exaggeration” (Hobhouse 

1901:36). In The brunt of the war and where it fell (published in 

1902), she further insists that the stories were uncoerced and 

unmediated, written in the women’s “own words”, “unconsciously, 

and with no view to publication” (Hobhouse 1902:46). But her 

claims to neutrality fail to bear up under scrutiny, due to her 

undeniable role as the intermediary who solicited, collated and, in 

several cases, transcribed the testimonies herself (due to the 

varying levels of literacy of the camp inhabitants). If her main 

agenda was “to effect political change” (Krebs 2005:155), it seems 

only logical that her editorial interventions would have been 

strategic (at the very least, her selection of particular testimonies 

over others would have been made with their impact in mind).   

Even with Hobhouse’s influence aside, the naïve apprehension 

of testimony as ‘pure’ unmediated recall has been variously 

challenged and dispelled, on the grounds that all recollection is 

occluded and selective. As Michael Kenny (1999:420-421) observes, 

personal memory is inseparable from larger social processes 

which shape and are shaped by autobiographical recollection, as 

“personal experience migrates into the collective memory and is 
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refracted back again”. The process of remembering traumatic 

events is particularly fraught, as “the consequences of trauma may 

be delayed, diffuse, and pervasive – affecting the pattern of 

individual and collective life in manifold ways” (Kenny 1999:421). 

Consequently, the “transmission of historical memory”, particularly 

regarding the traumatic past, needs to be recognised as “contextual, 

partial, and subject to self-interested manipulation and obfuscation” 

(Kenny 1999:425) – even (and especially) when ‘telling the truth’ is 

intended.  

In her ‘re-reading’ of Boer women’s testimonies, Dampier 

(2008:373, quoting Vieda Skultans) similarly highlights the 

constructedness of testimony: “‘The moment people talk about the 

past they remember it in the way stories are told; they are unable 

to ignore the conventions of story-telling’”. As such, even unpublished, 

unsolicited testimonies “are not free from selective, mediated and 

rehearsed elements” (Dampier 2008:373). Nor are they free from 

the influence of other stories, of other testimonies, and the 

distorting effects of retelling through which they might acquire 

“characteristics akin to those of ‘urban myths’” (Stanley and 

Dampier 2005:96).  

This is not to say that the testimonies collected by Hobhouse 

(or even those solicited under the banner of Afrikaner nationalism 

some decades later) are deliberately disingenuous and obfuscatory. 

Rather, the point to be made is that all testimony is unavoidably 

partial and partisan; less a window onto the truth of the past than 

a complex and muddied ‘handling’ of trauma, which, by its very 

nature, exceeds the limits of representation. Because of the 

inherent fallibility of memory, testimony needs to be read within 

and against a myriad of contextual factors, recognising, as Susan 

Sontag (cited in Stanley & Dampier 2005:109) phrases it, that “What 

is called collective memory is not a remembering but a stipulating: 

that this is important and this … is how it happened”.   
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Seen in this light, the camp testimonies are significant to 

historical understanding, not because they disclose the truth of 

lived experience but because they ‘stipulate’ what was deemed to 

be important. They illuminate the imprint of trauma on individuals 

and groups, and show up the strategies of personal and collective 

sense-making in its incomprehensible wake. In the process, they also 

shed light on the very conditions that enabled certain voices to be 

heard over others. As Dampier (2008:369) explains, “Testimonies by 

black people, Boer men, and politically neutral or non-nationalist 

women, simply do not exist. There is this almost total absence of 

other voices”. Read (or reread) contextually, the camp testimonies 

are thus indeed revealing, just not of truth.  
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PART 2: The Thesis 

Taking the unfinished nature of history as a starting point, 

Taking the manifold gaps in this history as a starting point, 

Taking the praxical handling of archives as a starting point, 

Taking my ambivalent birthright as a starting point, 

 

My thesis grapples with the following intimations:  

1. That the past really matters (and hence is worth studying).  

2. That the past is irretrievable (and hence is impossible to know). 

In the absence of epistemological certitude, uncoupled from the 

ballast of ‘truth’, what form might such a study take?  

 

 

 

 

[I am in the archives, handling a handled history. A ‘past’ passed 

through many hands, handled (always selectively, always contextually) 

by the operations of memory, testimony, mythology. Dubious 

statistics, amended headings, holes. And the truth resolutely 

beyond me (not even visible on the yonder shore, across this 

impassable gap). What now?] 
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Doing history  
As I soon discovered, probing the holes in this troubled terrain 

reveals a strangely anomalous history. For the ‘facts’ have been 

variously and vehemently insisted upon – by welfare campaigners 

and government ministers back in 1901; by camp survivors and 

Afrikaner nationalists some three decades later; by contemporary 

historians and present-day British MPs. Yet they fail (as 

vehemently) to coalesce. Which is the right history? What is (and 

where lies) the truth?   

According to self-confessed sceptic Alun Munslow (2010:3-

4), history itself is wholly incapable of answering these questions, 

because “history is not the past resurrected”. Indeed, “the past 

does not exist before it is ‘(hi)storied’”; and “even when ‘historied’ 

it remains impossible to know if it is the ‘right’ (hi)story”. He (2010:4) 

continues, 

Although we may accept (as I indeed do) that we can have well 

verified factual knowledge of the time before now and that we 

can draw reasonable inferences about what it might mean as 

we compare and contrast evidence and lever our way out of it 

through smart inference, we cannot thereby demonstrate in 

and through our histories that we have the basis for ‘true’ 

knowledge about what the past did mean.  

Picking up from Hayden White’s then-controversial critique 

of empiricist history in Metahistory (published in 1973), Munslow 

(2010:36) contends that the prospect of historical truth is 

untenable, because “the past and history are ontologically  

incommensurable – ontologically dissonant”. There simply is “no 

possibility of bringing the past back to the present” (Munslow 

2010:37). In view of this impasse, Munslow (2010:37) advocates 

that ‘the past’ be “recognised as history – a discourse created/ 

produced by us”. We should acknowledge, in other words, that we 

conjure “the-past-as-history” (Munslow 2010:5), and that history is 
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thus a “fictive, self-conscious, subjective-emotional, imaginative and 

carefully authored expression” (Munslow 2010:138). “In one sense”, 

ventures Munslow (2010:139), “the most responsible attitude of 

the future historian is to acknowledge that history is always about 

morphing the past”. 

To describe the work of this ‘future historian’, Munslow 

coins the term “experimental history”, which he identifies as “any 

history that confronts and defamiliarises conventional notions of 

historical expression that locate content before form” (Munslow 

2010:273, emphasis in the original). Unlike ‘conventional’ 

empiricist history, experimental history holds out no delusions 

of an objective alignment with past actuality. Instead, it is “by 

definition … opposed to the concept of correspondence (to the 

past) in conventionally understood ways”; it signals “a direct 

confrontation with the epistemological choice” (Munslow 2010:189). 

In turn, experimental history ceases “to instruct in epistemic 

ways (‘this happened, then that, because…, and this means …, and 

so the practical moral lessons are…’)”, instead highlighting “the 

distance between reality and representation”, between “the past 

and history” (Munslow 2010:189). In Munslow’s (2010:189) words, 

With ambiguity and irony rather than certainty and  
correspondence, the nature and purposes of history change. 

Closure is denied. Coherence is fractured. Alterity is pursued. 

The past is alienated. Analysis is redefined to reveal the 

epistemic role of authorial action and poetic effect. Aporia is 

acknowledged. It is understood that words on the page do not 

end there. 

Where more conservative historians might view this approach 

as irresponsibly open-ended, Munslow regards experimental history 

as intrinsically ethical, precisely because it compels historians to 

‘own’ their subjective choices. In Munslow’s (2010:187) words, 

“Experimental historians acknowledge that beyond cognition and 
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emotion there are always ethical choices embedded in the formalist 

decisions they make as they create their narratives”. As such, they 

recognise and accept that form, content and authorial voice are 

meaning-generating choices, rather than ‘givens’ to be sublimated 

beneath a semblance of objectivity. 

Moreover, because experimental history aims not to have 

the last, definitive, authoritative, ‘objective’ word on the matter 

of the past, it “constantly forces the issue of ethical choice” (for 

both authors and readers), prompting us to consider “that all we 

have in the face of an unknowable past are presently constructed 

structures of ethical choices” (Munslow 2010:193). “Arguably it is 

doubt and irony, not certainty and an absolutist belief in ‘true 

meaning’, that support ethical decision making”, suggests Munslow 

(2010:98).     
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The Thesis-as-praxis 
As an endeavour that strives to ‘refocus’ the South African War in 

and through its slippages and gaps, my research aligns with 

numerous aspects of Munslow’s experimental history. It draws 

impetus from Munslow’s intimation that future historians “may 

increasingly seek to ‘perform-the-past-as-history’ in non-textual 

forms” (Munslow 2010:132), or through modes of “narrative writing, 

image creation and performance” that question the “epistemically 

virtuous, assiduously referential, strenuously objective and rigorously 

representational vision of history” (Munslow 2010:6). It accepts 

Munslow’s (2010:127) invitation to rethink “the-past-as-history-as-

artwork”, and to embrace its potential as an open-ended, ethical 

practice.  

My thesis comprises a series of experiments in experimental 

history, in the form of hand-bound book-works, essay-artefacts, 

digital slideshows and performances, prompted largely by archival 

research conducted in the United Kingdom and South Africa. 

Grouped together symbolically as ‘chapters’ in an unbound book, 

these elements grapple with the past as irretrievable and 

unfinished, recognising, as Munslow (2010:8) asserts, that “there 

are always alternative and legitimate ways of perceiving and 

performing the past”. In turn, they meditate on various 

interconnected and overlapping themes: the gaps and omissions 

in this history (and in all histories, unavoidably) (CHAPTER 1: 

HOLES); the technologies of looking and recording that mediate 

what we see, know and remember (CHAPTER 2: LENSES); the 

perspectives and vantage points (always from the present) that 

make this history relevant now (CHAPTER 3: SIGHTLINES); and the 

complexities of reading and writing history, in the absence of 

truth (CHAPTER 4: PARENTHESES).  

Some of the components are overtly performance-based: 

CHAPTER 1 includes a performance-lecture, CHAPTER 2 includes a 

soliloquy, and CHAPTER 4 includes a performance-recital. Yet I 
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regard the entire body of explorations as performative, to the extent 

that it is, in Jill Bennett’s (2012:153) words, “generative rather than 

representational”. In line with Bolt’s notion of praxical engagement 

– which emphasises the ongoing ‘work’ of art on makers and 

readers – I position my experimental history-praxis as an open-

ended handling (and an invitation to further handling) that affords 

“its own kind of sight” (Bolt 2004:65). As such, my works do not 

pretend to offer up the ‘truth’ of the South African War; they are 

neither comprehensive nor conclusive. Instead, they aspire to 

‘open up’ interpretative possibilities, in a manner that, much like 

Bennett’s (2005:11) affective ‘jolt’, “does not so much reveal truth 

as thrust us involuntarily into a mode of critical inquiry”.  

To this extent, my praxis signals an attempt at ‘doing history’ 

without stable beginnings and determinate ends, recognising that 

‘history’ – being of the past but not in the past – is perpetually 

‘worked out’ in the here-and-now. Inasmuch as my praxis draws on 

the residues and traces collected in archives, its temporality is thus 

orientated more towards the present, towards the perpetual 

presentness, of every praxical encounter. For Munslow (2004:11), 

“Experimental History … exists in the fissures between what once 

was and what it can mean now”. As a praxis that is inherently ‘at 

home’ in fissures and gaps, my approach to experimental history 

similarly refuses to ‘close in on’ the past. Instead, it points outside 

of and ahead of itself, asking what ‘the past’ could mean now (and 

now, and now). 
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The Thesis-as-archive 
In its performativity, my thesis-as-praxis seemingly refutes the 

delimiting operations of the archive, which Antoinette Burton 

(2005:2) identifies as “a site of knowledge production, an arbiter of 

truth, and a mechanism for shaping the narratives of history”. The 

archive, by its very nature, aspires to contain and corral the unruly 

past, locking down the ‘truth’ of what was (it is anathema to an 

experimental history-praxis, in many respects). Yet this thesis is 

itself an archive of my research process – a document that, 

paradoxically, can and must ‘arrest’ the open-endedness of praxis 

in a relatively stable, re-accessible and examinable form. It walks a 

fine line in this regard, for how does one ‘archive’ the inconclusive 

(the ‘work’ of art, the fleeting encounter, the turn of a page)? (A 

contradiction in terms, surely?)   

For Beth Hoffmann (2012:57, citing Peggy Phelan’s ‘ontology’ 

of performance as being wholly in the present), there is an 

“understandable anxiety surrounding the relationship between the 

‘now’ of the work and the ‘afterwardsness’ of writing and  

documentation”. In the case of live performance, this anxiety often 

“stems from a fear of determination: the precariousness of the 

ephemeral event is all too easily overdetermined by the discursive 

frameworks built around it”. My work includes but exceeds 

‘ephemeral’ performance (many of the works have an artefactual 

presence, for example), yet the prospect of my ‘precarious’ praxis 

being closed off, pinned down, and/or overdetermined by writing 

and documentation is no less concerning (and anxiety-inducing). 

For even the artefacts are made to be handled in the here-and-now, 

as generative sites of critical enquiry.    

In response to this ‘anxiety’, Hoffmann (2012:60) advocates a 

rethinking of “hierarchical binaries between performance and the 

document constituted by archival logic”, recognising that “it is not 

the archive in itself, but rather how we tend to approach the archive 

and stage its materials, that ‘betrays and lessens the promise’ of 
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performance’s ontology”. In effect, we should reconceptualise the 

relationship between documentation (as archive) and performance, 

exploiting the possibilities of the document itself as a “performative 

act” and as a “site of performance’” (Hoffmann 2012:60). This 

approach – which acknowledges that all archives, despite 

appearances, are irreparably flawed and incomplete – has the 

potential to address the performative performatively, in a manner 

that ‘begins’ with its own failure.  

Along these lines – and following Hoffmann’s (2012:57) 

insistence that “the drive to preserve through an unequivocal and 

putatively transparent process of documentation must be resisted” 

– my thesis-as-archive conceptualises “documentation itself as 

performance” (Hoffmann 2012:61). As with the work that it 

‘archives’, and as with the history it addresses, it is neither 

comprehensive nor conclusive (and does not aspire to be). Instead, 

it is self-reflexively mindful of its gaps. My thesis-as-archive 

comprises a series of four CHAPTER boxes (bracketed on either side 

by FRONT MATTER and BACK MATTER), which ‘reference’ – through 

an assortment of printed matter and digital files – the book-works, 

essay-artefacts, digital slideshows and performances produced in 

the course of my research. In various ways, these printed and digital 

documents attest to the work of the thesis, but they do so in a 

manner that complicates, and resists, the arresting ‘truth’ of the 

archival record.  

In the process, my thesis-as-archive also embraces Phelan’s 

insistence (as summarised by Hoffmann 2012:62) that “critical 

writing, too, must be ‘performative’”, so as to guard against “the 

closure of meaning and value that time-based performance [and 

performative praxis] was conceptualized to refuse”. My thesis 

contains five essay-artefacts (one per chapter, and two in CHAPTER 

2), resolved initially as book-works and reinterpreted in a digital 

format for the thesis-as-archive. In many respects, the essays serve 

to elucidate elements of the praxis – they contextualise, underscore, 
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(re)position, and/or otherwise ‘converse with’ the neighbouring 

works in each chapter. But they are also meditations on praxis as 

praxis, themselves an open-ended handling of the matter-at-hand. 

In this sense, my writing operates as “a mode of knowing” that 

refuses to treat its material “as a manifest and stable object of 

analysis” (Hoffmann 2012:62). 

As with experimental history, performative writing refutes 

the archival impetus to lock down the truth of the past. Instead it 

opens up endless interpretative possibilities, reckoning with and 

through the capacity of language to ‘summon into being’. As a form 

of creative praxis, performative writing directs itself at “a not-

knowing, or a not-yet-knowing”; it “creates room for that which is 

unthought, that which is unexpected – the idea that all things could 

be different” (Borgdorff 2010:61). But in the process, it also 

demands authorial integrity, compelling me, as author, to take 

stock of the choices that inflect every word. In my thesis-as-archive 

(as itself a mode of praxis), I write with this massive responsibility 

in mind; with words to hand, and the ‘promise’ of the performative 

forever on the horizon; with ‘truth’ on the yonder shore (no longer 

visible); and with my great-grandmother’s trauma – whatever its 

complex and unknowable reality – heavy on my heart.  

 

I write, within and despite and because of Munslow’s (2010:189) 

assertion that “words on the page do not end there”.  

I write, I write over,  

I’ve been writing for days.  

 

 

[Enough now. Let’s begin.] 
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[CHAPTER INTRODUCTION]

CHAPTER 1 addresses itself to the ‘holes’ in historical accounts of the war, 
due to the blind-spots in traumac memory, the agendas of polical 
mythologising, and the oversights of parsan memorialisaon. Central to 
this chapter is WO 32/8061 [THE BOOK OF HOLES], a hand-bound 
book-work documenng the punch-holes indiscriminately made in record 
WO 32/8061 (held at The Naonal Archives UK). The book-work is acvated 
through a performance-lecture, Proposal for the BOOK OF HOLES, and an 
essessay-artefact with the same tle. As the name implies, Proposal for the 
BOOK OF HOLES proposes some future research, alluding to the incomplete 
project of history. In this same vein, PART B: THE BOOK OF HOLES (the 
essay) evokes the inconclusiveness of this history (and of all histories, 
unavoidably). 

CHAPTER 1: HOLES



[CHAPTER INTRODUCTION]

Works in this chapter have been documented for the thesis digitally and as 
printed media. 

The CHAPTER 1 flash drive contains:
• A digital version of the essay-artefact, designed for on-screen reading. 
• A series of short, silent videos showing the handling of the CHAPTER 1 
artefacts (including the essay-artefact). 
•• A video reinterpretaon of the performance-lecture, produced specifically 
as ‘documentaon’ for the thesis.

Besides this introducon, the printed material comprises:
• Data sheets of all the works in CHAPTER 1.
• Images ‘documenng’ the artefacts in their handling, printed on Innova 
Smooth Coon High White 225gsm (the same paper used for the content of 
the CHAPTER 1 artefacts).

CHAPTER 1 documentaon



[DATA SHEET]

220mm x 185mm x 100mm (closed)

A hand-bound booA hand-bound book-work with uncut Innova pages, housed in a solander box. The 
box includes a tray, containing a pair of white coon gloves and a custom-made 
paperknife. The book comprises photographs of Record WO 32/8061 – a folder of 
documents pertaining to the South African War concentraon camps held at the UK 
Naonal Archives (TNA). In parcular, the photographs document the punch-holes 
indiscriminately made in these documents, and map the path of a treasury tag 
feeding into and out of these sites of wounding.

The arThe artefact has been documented for the thesis through a short video (see flash 
drive), and a series of printed images (see printed maer below).

1.1   WO 32/8061 [THE BOOK OF HOLES]
        Artefact



[DATA SHEET]

350mm x 258mm x 10mm (closed)

A hand-bound book-work on Innova, featuring the scanned A4 pages of the 
‘proposal’ wrien to accompany WO 32/8061 [THE BOOK OF HOLES]. The A4 pages 
have been scanned against a brown-paper ground, and reproduced exactly to scale. 
This essay-artefact contextualises the works in CHAPTER 1, via a meditaon on the 
‘holes’ in this history (and in all histories, unavoidably).

The original essThe original essay-artefact has been documented through a short video and a series 
of printed images. The thesis also includes a digital version of the essay-artefact, 
designed for on-screen reading.

NOTE: A version of this essay was published in Crical Addresses. The Archive-in-Pracce 

(2016) (see Bibliography for details). It is reproduced in the thesis, in a different form, with 

the permission of the editor and publisher.

1.2   Proposal for THE BOOK OF HOLES
        Essay-artefact



[DATA SHEET]

276mm x 222mm x 22mm (closed)

A hand-bound book-work printed on Innova, featuring the ‘unwrien essay’ alluded 
to in Proposal for THE BOOK OF HOLES. As with the proposal, PART B: THE BOOK 
OF HOLES (the essay) comprises the scanned pages of an original document against 
a brown paper ground – this me, the blank pages of a punched, perforated A5 
notebook. The notebook pages are reproduced and printed exactly to scale.

The arThe artefact has been documented for the thesis through a short video (see flash 
drive), and a series of printed images (see printed maer below).

1.3   PART B: THE BOOK OF HOLES (the essay)
        Artefact



[DATA SHEET]

[TBC]

A performance-lecture, wherein one performer acvates WO 32/8061 [THE BOOK 
OF HOLES] while another performer meditates on the gaps and silences in this 
history (and in all histories, unavoidably).

NOTE: The performance-lecture has been reinterpreted for the thesis as a video. 
Please see overleaf. 

[TBC]

1.4a   Proposal for THE BOOK OF HOLES
           Performance-lecture



[DATA SHEET]

03:36 minutes

The perThe performance-lecture has been reinterpreted specifically for the thesis, using the 
medium of video. In the video reinterpretaon, the focus is on ‘preliminaries and 
performance notes’: a performer, absented except for her shadow, reminisces about 
the events leading up to the work and enumerates ‘instrucons’ to a future 
performer. In the process, she hints at the displaced temporality of her 
‘documentaon’: the performance has already happened and/or is sll to come, 
leaving her with lile but future projecons and past recollecons (the elusive 
momemoment of live performance is itself a ‘hole’ in the video, un-documentable).  

1.4b   Proposal for THE BOOK OF HOLES
           Video ‘documentaon’
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[CHAPTER INTRODUCTION]

CHAPTER 2 deals with the technologies of accessing and recording the 
traumac past, via the metaphor of ‘refocusing’ and the mutability of vision. 
A central mof is the camera/computer screen, which features in both 
RESIDUA, a series of prints on Perspex inving scruny of the residues and 
traces ‘shed’ by brile archives, and A maer of wanton damage (Whereas … 
and whereas … Now therefore I), an essay-artefact comprising a series of 
‘screenshot’ images. Wrien in response to DODGE & BURN (a digital 
slideshslideshow of macro-lens photographs taken in the Cape Town Archives 
Repository), the essay-artefact quesons the seeming veracity of 
photographic evidence alongside the noon of unmediated recall and the 
‘capture’ of past events. At the same me, a soliloquy, PROOF, considers the 
precariousness of being ‘at home’ in a context marred by unresolved trauma 
(it is realised as a live performance and an essay-artefact, tled Serendipitous 
encounters in the Archives (a personal narrave of belonging)).

CHAPTER 2: LENSES



[CHAPTER INTRODUCTION]

Works in this chapter have been documented for the thesis digitally and as 
printed media. 

The CHAPTER 2 flash drive contains:
• Digital versions of both essay-artefacts, designed for on-screen reading. 
• A series of short, silent videos showing the handling of the CHAPTER 2 
artefacts (including the essay-artefacts). 
•• A video reinterpretaon of the soliloquy, produced specifically as 
‘documentaon’ for the thesis.
• The digital slideshow produced for CHAPTER 2.

Besides this introducon, the printed material comprises:
• Data sheets of all the works in CHAPTER 2.
•• Images ‘documenng’ the artefacts in their handling, printed on acetate 
with a white Plike 330gsm backing in a black Plike 120 gsm folder (the same 
paper used for the content of the two CHAPTER 2 essay-artefacts).

CHAPTER 2 documentaon



[DATA SHEET]

218mm x 363mm x 70mm (closed)

A cuA custom-made lever-arch binder featuring macro-lens photographs taken in the 
Cape Town Archives Repository. The photographs document the residues and traces 
‘shed’ by brile archives (the ‘residua’ that typically fall out of archive boxes, or are 
le behind aer handling). The original images have been digitally manipulated 
(with white and red lines added to reference the grid of the camera’s LCD display) 
and reverse-printed onto shaped sheets of Perspex.

The arThe artefact has been documented for the thesis through a short video (see flash 
drive), and a series of printed images (see printed maer below).

2.1   RESIDUA
        Artefact



[DATA SHEET]

218mm x 363mm x 33mm (closed)

A cuA custom-made ring binder containing the text inially wrien to accompany and 
contextualise DODGE & BURN. The essay-artefact meditates on mofs of 
‘damaging’ and ‘refocusing’, via a series of ‘screenshot’ images (which show the 
essay open as a Word document on a PC desktop, with the images to which the 
essay refers open in the background, in layered windows). The screenshots have 
been printed (hence further mediated), and drop varnished to suggest the gloss of 
a laptop screen.

The original essThe original essay-artefact has been documented through a short video and a series 
of printed images. The thesis also includes a digital version of the essay-artefact, 
designed for on-screen reading. 

NOTE: A version of this essay was published in Image & Text (2017) (see Bibliography). It is 
reproduced in the thesis, in a different form, with the permission of the editor and publisher.

2.2   A maer of wanton damage (Whereas… and whereas… 
        Now Therefore I)
        Essay-artefact



[DATA SHEET]

218mm x 363mm x 19mm (closed)

A custom-made lever-clip file referencing the images and text that appear in the 
soliloquy, PROOF. Printed in black ink on black Plike paper, the text is, literally, 
difficult to read. Thus the reader’s labour in accessing the work approximates the 
performer’s labour in comming the soliloquy to memory, whilst also alluding to 
her vulnerability as she negoates the space between past and present trauma.

The original essThe original essay-artefact has been documented through a short video and a series 
of printed images. The thesis also includes a digital version of the essay-artefact, 
designed for on-screen reading. 

NOTE: A version of this essay was published in Image & Text (2017) (see Bibliography). It is 
reproduced in the thesis, in a different form, with the permission of the editor and publisher.

2.3   Serendipitous encounters in the Archives (a personal 
        narrave of belonging)
        Essay-artefact



[DATA SHEET]

[TBC]

A soliloquy. Macro-lens photographs of the word ‘mortality’ (taken with the 
assistance of an unwing accomplice) wipe across the projecon screen, as the 
performer reflects on the precariousness of being ‘at home’ in a context marred by 
unresolved trauma.

NNOTE: The soliloquy has been reinterpreted for the thesis as a video. Please see 
overleaf. 

[TBC]

2.4a   PROOF 
           Soliloquy



[DATA SHEET]

10:35 minutes

The soliloquy has been The soliloquy has been reinterpreted specifically for the thesis, using the medium of 
video. In the video reinterpretaon, the performer turns her back on the camera, 
preferring to converse with her shadow as a slide projecon plays across her body. 
The illusion of unmediated access to the ‘presence’ of the performer is denied. In 
the shallow space of inmate engagement (between self and shadow), the camera 
is less a stand-in for the audience than a voyeurisc intruder. 

2.4b   PROOF
           Video ‘documentaon’
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[CHAPTER INTRODUCTION]

CHAPTER 3 maps a sightline between past and present, tracing the residues of 
the war – and the imperialist agenda that underpinned it – in a decolonising 
South Africa. Central here is the figure of Cecil Rhodes, who insgated the 
war that traumased my forebears but who also ‘haunts’ my present (my 
employer is named in honour of the arch-imperialist). The chapter features a 
hand-bound book-work, THE HONOUR BOOK, which comprises macro-lens 
photographs of the word ‘honour’ becoming successively redder as one 
papages. It is accompanied by a Turkish-fold print of the honour images, THE 
HONOUR BOOK (Imposion). The mof of reddening, which alludes to 
Rhodes’s stated ambion to paint the map of Africa ‘Brish red’, is connued 
in a digital slideshow of manipulated Google Earth imagery tracking effigies of 
Rhodes across the virtual globe, SIGHTLINES, and a corresponding set of 
bookmarks, BRITISH RED. In turn, a BRITISH RED bookmark marks the start of 
Sightlines: A Google Earth Inspired Essay – an essay-artefact which ulises 
the dthe device of pixelaon to foreground its concerns with vision and visibility.

CHAPTER 3: SIGHTLINES



[CHAPTER INTRODUCTION]

Works in this chapter have been documented for the thesis digitally and as 
printed media. 

The CHAPTER 3 flash drive contains:
• A digital version of the essay-artefact, designed for on-screen reading. 
• A series of short, silent videos showing the handling of the CHAPTER 3 
artefacts (including the essay-artefact). 
• The digital slideshow produced for CHAPTER 3.

Besides this iBesides this introducon, the printed material comprises:
• Data sheets of all the works in CHAPTER 3.
• Images ‘documenng’ the artefacts in their handling, printed on Mohawk 
Opons Smooth Cream 270gsm (a heavier version of the Mohawk paper 
used for the content of THE HONOUR BOOK).  
• A set of BRITISH RED bookmarks, also printed on Mohawk Opons Smooth 
Cream 270gsm.

CHAPTER 3 documentaon



[DATA SHEET]

250mm x 196mm x 52mm (closed)

A hand-bound booA hand-bound book-work with red, faux leather cover in library-style binding. THE 
HONOUR BOOK comprises a series of macro-lens photographs of the word 
‘honour’, as this appears in record WO 105/5 – a box of war reports pertaining to 
the South African War. As one pages, the ‘honour’ images become redder and 
redder, eventually morphing into images of blood. Embossed on the back cover is a 
quote by arch-imperialist Cecil Rhodes: “…if there be a God, I think that what he 
would like me to do is paint as much of the map of Africa Brish red as possible…”

The arThe artefact has been documented for the thesis through a short video (see flash 
drive), and a series of printed images (see printed maer below).

3.1   THE HONOUR BOOK
        Artefact



[DATA SHEET]

248mm x 248mm x 12mm (closed)

A priA print of the grid of THE HONOUR BOOK images resolved as a Turkish-fold 
structure encased in a red, faux leather cover. In prinng terms, ‘imposion’ refers 
to the arrangement of pages on the printer’s sheet; so the sequenal ordering of 
the spreads would be a first step in imposioning. At the same me, the more 
common definion of ‘imposion’ applies: “a thing that is imposed, in parcular an 
unfair or unwelcome demand or burden” (Google Diconary).

The arThe artefact has been documented for the thesis through a short video (see flash 
drive), and a series of printed images (see printed maer below).

3.2   THE HONOUR BOOK (imposion)
        Artefact



[DATA SHEET]

208mm x 140mm x 13mm (closed)       & Variable

A Google A Google Earth inspired essay-artefact, interrogang Cecil Rhodes’ imperial 
sightlines in relaon to my own embodied gaze. The essay was inially published in 
THEOREM, a Ruskin Arts Publicaon arising from a symposium with the same name. 
In order to foreground the essay’s concerns with ‘sightlines’ as denong ‘good or 
bad visibility’, I obtained permission from the publisher to reproduce the enre 
publicaon exactly, but with all text and imagery pixelated beyond legibility – except 
for my own essay. This essay is then ‘marked’ with a bookmark featuring the Google 
Earth imaEarth imagery used in the digital slideshow, SIGHTLINES, and in the essay itself.

The original essay-artefact has been documented through a short video and a series 
of printed images. The thesis also includes a digital version of the essay-artefact, 
designed for on-screen reading. The bookmarks are included in the thesis as a set of 
printed artefacts.

NOTE: This essay was published in Theorem (2018) (see Bibliography). It is reproduced in the 

thesis, in its original form, with the permission of the editor and publisher.

3.3   Sightlines: A Google Earth Inspired Essay
        Essay-artefact
   & BRITISH RED (bookmarks)
        Artefact



[DATA SHEET]

04:35 minutes

A digital slideshow of modified Google Earth imagery, text and screenshots, 
mapping the presence (and absence) of effigies in the likeness of Cecil Rhodes 
across the virtual globe. 

From Cape Town to London (across southern Africa).

And back.

The slideshThe slideshow is included in the thesis, as a digital file.

3.4   SIGHTLINES
        Digital slideshow
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[CHAPTER INTRODUCTION]

CHAPTER 4 is concerned with the ‘impossible’ task of wring history in the 
absence of epistemological certude and without having recourse to ‘truth’. 
Focal to this chapter is the artefact IN PARENTHESIS, essenally an abridged 
reworking of Thomas Pakenham’s authoritave The Boer War (first published 
in 1979). Pakenham’s 600-page tome has been scanned, page by page, and 
digitally manipulated to erase every shred of text except for the author’s 
parenthecal asides. IN PARENTHESIS comprises a series of loose prints 
acacvated through a performance-recital. It is accompanied by IN 
PARENTHESIS (addendum), an essay meditang on the decolonial 
possibilies of ‘doing history’ parenthecally (following Walter Mignolo’s 
noon of knowledge and truth ‘in parenthesis’).  

CHAPTER 4: PARENTHESES



[CHAPTER INTRODUCTION]

Works in this chapter have been documented for the thesis digitally and as 
printed media. 

The CHAPTER 4 flash drive contains:
• A digital version of the essay-artefact, designed for on-screen reading. 
• A series of short, silent videos showing the handling of the two CHAPTER 4 
artefacts (including the essay-artefact). 
•• A video reinterpretaon of the performance-recital, produced specifically 
as ‘documentaon’ for the thesis.

Besides this introducon, the printed material comprises:
• Data sheets of all the works in CHAPTER 4.
• Images ‘documenng’ the artefacts in their handling, printed on Canaleo 
Bianco 210gsm (the same paper used for the content of IN PARENTHESIS 
(addendum)).

CHAPTER 4 documentaon



[DATA SHEET]

67mm x 346mm x 255mm (closed)

A series of loose priA series of loose prints on Savile Row paper, contained in a custom box with shaped 
sides. IN PARENTHESIS emerged from a laborious siing-through of The Boer War 
by Brish author Thomas Pakenham, an authoritave tome on the South African 
War first published in 1979 (and sll frequently cited). I scanned every page of 
Pakenham’s book, isolated every instance of parenthesis, and digitally erased 
whatever text was le. In this way, the host text – the primary ‘content’ of the book 
– has been dramacally expunged, leaving behind an uncanny collecon of 
paparenthecal asides. (But with handwrien notes and interjecons added.)

The artefact has been documented for the thesis through a short video (see flash 
drive), and a series of printed images (see printed maer below).

4.1   IN PARENTHESIS
        Artefact



[DATA SHEET]

213mm x 215mm x 13mm (closed)

A hand-bound book.

“I“Into this stream of bracketed maer, the ‘author-reader’ writes, ruminang on the 
parenthesis as ethos (as ‘prison and portal,’ ‘barricade and breach,’ ‘enclave and 
embrace’). In turn, her ruminaons invite reflecon on the conundrum of wring 
history, of wring this history (and, indeed, of wring per se)” – excerpt from the 
abstract. 

The original essThe original essay-artefact has been documented through a short video and a series 
of printed images. The thesis also includes a digital version of the essay-artefact, 
designed for on-screen reading. 

4.2   IN PARENTHESIS (addendum)
        Essay-artefact



[DATA SHEET]

[TBC]

A performance-recital, involving a literal reading of a secon of IN PARENTHESIS, 
the abridged re-reading of Pakenham.

NOTE: The performance-recital has been reinterpreted for the thesis as a video. 
Please see overleaf. 

[TBC]

4.3a   IN PARENTHESIS
           Performance-recital



[DATA SHEET]

04:15 minutes

The perThe performance-recital has been reinterpreted specifically for the thesis, using the 
medium of video. In the video reinterpretaon, the temporality of ‘live’ 
performance is manipulated. Pages falls through a projecon slowly, catching bits of 
text as they twist in space. Their shadows creep across the surface in staggered 
intervals (like a stuer). The sound of their crashing to the ground resonates like 
gunshots. (The recital proceeds; pages rain.) 

4.3b   IN PARENTHESIS
           Video ‘documentaon’
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Let us not begin at the beginning, nor even at the archive 

– Jacques Derrida 

 

I find myself at the archive, but I do not ‘begin’ here. It does not 

‘begin’ here. My ‘heritage’ (an uncomfortable word) insinuates itself 

in the clot of genetics, of bloodlines and psyche. It permeates a 

sun-streaked childhood memory: I am barefoot, calling to a 

neighbourhood friend in my father’s mother-tongue: “Wat maak 

jy?” – a colloquial expression, “What are you doing?”, which literally 

translates as “What are you making?” – What | makes | you?  

I ‘lost’ Afrikaans incrementally, over decades. It rolled from 

the tip of my tongue to the back of my throat, and lodged itself there.  
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Archive fever   

If getting lost in the archive entails a certain ‘feverishness’, it is, for 

Derrida (1995:91), due to the heady allure of beginnings. We are 

afflicted with “a compulsive, repetitive, and nostalgic desire for 

the archive, an irrepressible desire to return to the origin, a 

homesickness”. Archives hold out the promise of this halcyon 

home-coming partly because, as Derrida (1995:2) elucidates, “the 

meaning of ‘archive’ … comes to it from the Greek arkheion: initially 

a house, a domicile, an address, the residence of the superior 

magistrates, the archons”. Because of the magistrates’ authority, 

“it is at their home … that official documents are filed” (Derrida 

1995:2). To this extent, the archive has always been a repository of 

the law, on the one hand, and a “place of dreams” (Steedman 

1998:67), on the other.  

My own feverish affliction took me halfway across the world, 

to the ‘origin’ (insofar as one can even speak of origins) of ‘my’ 

mother-tongue (and my mother’s mother-tongue); to England. 

Given my interests in ‘refocusing’ the South African War, it seemed 

appropriate that I survey my material from differing vantage points, 

quite literally. But symbolically – psychically – my excursion to 

England was also an attempt to ‘reverse’ the caustic trajectory of 

the notorious Cecil Rhodes, who arrived on South African shores in 

1870 beset with a singular compulsion: to colonise Africa from 

south to north (perhaps paving his own way home in the process), 

even if it meant instigating a war. (To be fair, the ‘origins’ of this 

war go back further than Rhodes – but this, precisely, is the problem 

with origins.)   

I set off for England, in other words, to tease out my 

ambivalence as an anglicised Afrikaner, and to ‘trace back’ the 

tangled thread of imperialist trajectories that have shaped my 

complex heritage. Already in the grip of ‘archive fever’ – of “the 

pleasures, seductions and illusions of archival work” (Bradley 
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1999:109) – I wanted to come to terms with ‘my’ past; a protagonist 

in my own ‘romance of the archive’.1 But what is it that makes the 

archive so seductive a site for a reckoning with one’s past? Reading 

Derrida’s text through the lens of my subsequent experience 

(inasmuch as Derrida himself reads the archive through the lens of 

Freudian psychoanalysis), it is tempting to suggest that the feverish 

allure of the archive lies exactly in the heady mix of ‘authority’ and 

‘origins’, of ‘law’ and ‘home’, implicit in the word’s etymology. 

As institution, the archive serves “a powerful legitimating 

function” (Bradley 1999:120). It lends an aura of legitimacy to the 

research undertaken within it, partly because it proffers the illusion 

of truth – of historical records sanctioned as themselves legitimate 

(hence worth preserving). But the archive (like the scholarship it 

inspires and supports) is neither transparent nor objective. What is 

already in the archive determines what could be in the archive, 

hence “archivization produces as much as it records the event” 

(Derrida 1995:17). By extension, the archive is always selective: “a 

reconstruction – a recording of history from a particular 

perspective” (Manoff 2004:14). As Marlene Manoff (2004:14) 

notes, “even government records that appear to be mere 

collections of numbers are, in fact, already reconstructions and 

interpretations. Someone decided what was worth counting and 

how to count it”. 

In many respects, my research takes this as its 

premise, for the counting of deaths in the South 

African War concentration camps has never been 

an innocent enterprise. Milner’s counting of deaths 

was clearly in support of his hypothesis that the 

                                                             
1 As summarised by Marlene Manoff (2004:16), “in romances of the 
archive, traveling to do research and hunt down information in libraries, 
archives and museums is invested with a kind of glamour once confined to 
adventure stories”. 
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death-rate in the camps was not exorbitant. 

Decades later, the Afrikaner nationalist government 

saw fit to count (and commemorate) those who 

died in the Boer camps but not those who died in 

the black camps. As is explored by the works in 

CHAPTER 1, the historical record is a site of countless 

omissions and gaps. It is constituted in and by the 

vagaries of what is deemed to count (and what is 

thereby discounted, or left unaccounted for).   

According to Harriet Bradley (1999:119), however, “postmodern 

scepticism” regarding the truthfulness and neutrality of the archive 

has done little to dampen its “alluring seductions and 

intoxications”: “In the archive, there lingers an assurance of 

concreteness, objectivity, recovery and wholeness” – “the promise 

(or illusion?) that all time lost can become time regained”. The 

archive is paradoxical, in this regard, for although it is a “paradigm 

of non-experience – the repository of what is not, or at least no 

longer, experience” (LaCapra 2004:23), it is also, in the words of 

Dominick LaCapra (2004:24), “the often privileged object of the 

experience of the archival historian as well as the source of 

phantasmatic investments”. The archive is a site of absence, in 

other words, that offers the hope of presence.  

It does so, in part, because of its positioning as “the most 

direct form of contact with reality or at least its traces and material 

residues” (LaCapra 2004:25) – a space where the attentive historian 

might reach back in time and literally ‘breathe life’ “into the dead 

scrolls and the dusty parchment” (as happened, legend has it, in the 

case of nineteenth century French historian, Jules Michelet). For 

LaCapra (2004:25), “It has thus been tempting to envision the 

archive, at times in oneiric form, as the navel of historiography, the 

point at which it reaches down into the unknown”. The archive 

seems as close a portal to the origin as we are likely to get; and the 
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prospect of being in touch with the past (in some capacity) is 

undoubtedly part of its dreamy allure.  

It is not surprising, in this regard, that the archive is 

frequently the site of intimate encounters, of ‘touching’ and 

‘breathing’: it facilitates an engagement with public records that is 

strangely, even perversely, private. In Carolyn Steedman’s (1998:70) 

view, “the Historian goes to the Archive to be at home as well as to 

be alone”. The historian’s “dream” is to “enter that place where the 

past lives” (Steedman 1998:69), to commune with the past on its 

own turf (as it were). But it is also to “be alone with the past”, 

indulging in the vicarious pleasure of being “an unintended reader” 

– for, as Steedman (1998:72) points out, “The Historian always 

reads an unintended purloined letter” (something produced for 

another’s eyes). 

For Steedman (1998:72), the desire to visit the archive 

bespeaks a “general fever to know and to have the past” 

inseparable from the historian’s “longing and appropriation” 

(Steedman 1998:76). Yet Steedman is impatient with Derrida’s 

‘metaphor’ of ‘archive fever’ as homesickness, insisting that ‘actual’ 

engagements with archives are “nothing like this at all” (Steedman 

2001:1163). In a pointed response to Derrida, she reinterprets 

‘archive fever’ as an altogether more mundane affair – an 

occupational disease. For Steedman (2001:1171), those working in 

archives in the nineteenth century were compelled to breathe in 

“the dust of the workers who made the papers and parchments, the 

dust of the animals who provided the skins for the leather bindings, 

the by-product of all the filthy trades that have … deposited their 

end products in the archives”. As such, we must “seriously 

consider” the archive as (amongst other things) “a harborer of the 

anthrax infection” (Steedman 2001:1171).  

Under contemporary conditions, the hazards of contracting 

“Archive Fever Proper”, as Steedman (2001:1172) calls it, are 

perhaps less pronounced, but the allure of intimate contact – of 
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handling original records – is arguably no less compelling (even for 

those undertaking ‘mundane’ archival work). Nor is the desire to be 

‘at home’ with the past in its own special place; and to breathe life 

into its residues and traces, even as one breathes them in. For 

Michelet, it was precisely this exchange that mattered. Not just that 

he “breathed in their dust” (Michelet quoted in Steedman 2001:1159); 

but that, on account of this inhalation, he could reanimate “the 

haunting, mummified inhabitants” of the archive (LaCapra 2004:24), 

making their “lost voices speak at last” (Bradley 1999:113).  

Prosaically, Steedman’s ‘Archive Fever Proper’ (as literal 

archive-sickness) undercuts the ostensible romance of Derridean 

‘archive fever’ (as a longing for origins). ‘Archive Fever Proper’ 

points to the mutual corrosiveness implicit in the seemingly genteel 

archival exchange. It reminds me that the touching and breathing 

that happens in archives is not without potential dis-ease, which 

afflicts the handler in the handling. The accidental tear, crease, fold, 

smudge, fingerprint; the invisible transfer of skin cells and sweat – 

in miniscule but irreversible ways, I alter the records that I handle. 

But in the process, they also alter me. The ‘archive dandruff’ shed 

by brittle pages collects in my hair, in the creases of my clothing, in 

my lungs. And when I leave, at the end of the day, I am not the same 

person at all.  

Herein lies another key concern, explored 

specifically by the works in CHAPTER 2: the archive 

as a site of embodied encounters and material 

residues, of distressed and distressing records 

(shedding their edges); but also of mediated 

looking, of the viewfinders, lenses and screens 

through which I attempt to ‘arrest’ this distress. As 

with memory, as with testimony, as with history 

itself, the photographic record proves malleable 

and unreliable. The ‘truth’ of the past slips away 
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(through my unsteady hands, past my unfocused 

eyes), leaving me feeling beside myself, estranged 

amidst the residua.      

At the same time – reading Steedman’s reading of Derrida’s reading 

of Freud, and reading LaCapra’s reading of Steedman (reading 

Derrida reading Freud) – it strikes me that the literal sickness of 

‘Archive Fever Proper’ is not entirely at odds with the ‘condition’ 

described by Derrida. For as Steedman herself admits, Derridean 

‘archive fever’ is not (or not simply) the blush of giddy delirium 

implied by its English translation. Rather, the ‘mal’ in Mal d’archive 

connotes “trouble, misfortune, pain, hurt, sickness, wrong, sin, 

badness, evil” (Steedman 2001:1163). The ‘fever’ induced by the 

archive is deeply troubling, as Derrida (1995:90) is at pains to point 

out. Even the word ‘archive’ is troubling (indeed “Nothing is more 

troubled and more troubling”) for it encompasses:  

the trouble of secrets, of plots, of clandestineness, of half-private, 

half-public conjurations, always at the unstable limit between 

public and private, between the family, the society, and the State, 

between the family and an intimacy even more private than the 

family, between oneself and oneself (Derrida 1995:90).  

The archive is troubling, one might venture, precisely because of 

the irreconcilable gap between the historical record and the past to 

which it alludes (which runs like a fault line between and amongst 

these other ‘betweens’). I breathe in the past, but, unlike the 

sorcerer Michelet, I lack the means to resurrect it (to reach back in 

time and recover its singular truth).   

The trouble of archive fever, then, is that it promises the past 

but fails to deliver; and if this fever compels me to “burn with a 

passion” it is because I am doomed to a restless, incessant “searching 

for the archive right where it slips away” (Derrida 1995:91). The 

archive (the origin, home) eludes me. I catch my bus to The National 
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Archives UK through the dreary London winter. I order records, I 

handle them (with rapt expectation and tremors of vicarious 

pleasure), I inhale the dust of 1901 South Africa, I touch pages 

touched by my great-grandmother’s contemporaries – by 

unsympathetic camp administrators and brazen social reformers. 

I brush up against – brush my fingertips against – the elusive past 

(so very close…). And yet I cannot wrench it from this interminable 

“house arrest” (Derrida 1995:2).  

So I leave empty-handed, after all, and I stand at the bus stop 

in the rain, feeling as homesick as ever. Wat maak jy? I ask myself, 

over and over. What makes you? What are you doing? What are 

you doing here (in England, in the rain)?   
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Thesis fatigue 

THESIS: “Borrowed from Latin thesis, from Ancient Greek … (thésis, 

‘a proposition, a statement, a thing laid down …’)”.2  

It was only from the 1650s that ‘thesis’ came to mean a  

“dissertation presented by a candidate for a university degree”.3 

But its ‘original’ connotations, as per the Ancient Greek, persist 

regardless – for what is a thesis but ‘a thing laid down’? After 

several years of praxical handling, of looking, making, thinking, 

refocusing (in no particular order, and with no conclusive ‘end’ in 

sight), I now need to  

lay | this | thing | down,  

like the archive that it is (like the law).  

As I do so (as I figure out what imprint to leave as I let go), I ponder 

the seductions and disappointments of the archive, its promises 

and precarity, its gaps and agendas, its dust; but also my place here 

(not just in rainy England, but in ‘history’). I strayed into history, one 

might say, almost by accident. I wondered astray. An unsuspecting 

interloper who tumbled through a gap in an old lady’s memoir 

(itself an archive of sorts). Aan my kinders, writes Maria. This is how 

she ‘starts’ – To my children. I write, unavoidably, as Maria’s great-

grandchild, an inheritor of what she laid down, of what others laid 

down around her. Maria was an avid writer (her memoir runs to 56 

pages); we have this in common. But I write in a different language, 

and that – the most banal of observations, in many respects – is 

where the ground gives way.  

                                                             
2 ‘Thesis’ in Wiktionary (https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/thesis). 
3 ‘Thesis’ in Online Etymology Dictionary 
(https://www.etymonline.com/search?q=thesis). 
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Reflecting on the trouble of archives (which is also the 

trouble of things laid down), reveals another sense in which the 

archive is ‘mal’. The archival impetus, as Thomas Richards (1993:3) 

notes, went hand-in-hand with imperialism, as “the British 

collected information about the countries they were adding to their 

map”. “Unquestionably the British Empire was more productive of 

knowledge that any previous empire in history”, asserts Richards 

(1993:3-4); its “administrative core” was “built around knowledge-

producing institutions” (museums, societies, universities). At the 

same time, the imperial archive was far more than “a building” or a 

“collection of texts” – it was “the collectively imagined junction of 

all that was known or knowable, a fantastic representation of an 

epistemological master pattern” (Richards 1993:11). 

In turn, this ‘epistemological master pattern’ both evinced 

and espoused a particular conception of knowledge, inherited from 

Victorian positivism, which saw the world as comprising “little 

pieces of fact” (Richards 1993:6), and from English Romanticism, 

which posited knowledge as “singular and not plural, complete and 

not partial, global and not local” (Richards 1993:7). The “merger” of 

the two, for Richards (1993:7), “made possible the fantasy of an 

imperial archive in which control of the Empire [hinged] on a British 

monopoly over knowledge”. It is thus that “Victorian Britain 

initiated one of the most prodigious archive-making periods in 

modern history”, in the words of Okwui Enwezor (2008:19), 

“accomplished by reconciling specific forms of discrete, 

quantifiable, and tested knowledge (positive knowledge) into 

universal principles of aggregated data”.   

Hence, also, my interest in the imperial sightlines 

explored in CHAPTER 3, following Rhodes’s 

insistence that he be buried high up in the hills, 

with a sightline (even in death) over his conquered 

‘Rhodesia’. Perhaps the archival impetus was 
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propelled, in part, by this very desire to cast an 

imperial eye over far-flung lands: to see clearly, 

and to know without doubt – but also to keep the 

empire in sight, locked in an omniscient gaze, its 

inhabitants surveyed indefinitely through the rose-

tinted lenses of Rhodes’s British red.  

The trouble of the imperial archive, then, is precisely this duplicity: 

it was “a fantasy … in the service of state and Empire” (Richards 

1993:6), but it presented its data as factual and universal, cloaking 

its agendas and exclusions in a guise of comprehensive ‘truth’. It is 

against this backdrop that I interpret Derrida’s (1995:7) allusion to 

“the violence of the archive itself, as archive, as archival violence”. 

In Derrida’s formulation, the archive is “conservative” – “it keeps, it 

puts in reserve, it saves”. But it is also “institutive”, because it does 

so in the interests of “making the law” or “making people respect 

the law”. The archive not only keeps things safe, it also lays them 

down, determining – with “the force of law” (Derrida 1995:7) – 

what is (or could be) known. 

*** 

 

Which brings me, circuitously, to this ‘end’. I would like to let go 

here, with a final proposition (a ‘thesis’ to close ‘the thesis’, albeit 

provisionally):  

If the archive embodies a particular type of knowledge, an 

‘epistemological master pattern’ premised on imperialist agendas, 

then ‘doing history’ against the grain – with and through the gaps 

in the historical record (its oversights and biases, its erasures and 

mythologies, its lost origins and longings) – necessitates a different 

apprehension of knowledge; a different way of knowing and of 

making known. 
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This ‘different way of knowing’ could be conceptualised, via Walter 

Mignolo, as an “epistemology in parenthesis” (Mignolo 2011:186), 

which embraces knowledge as plural, contextual, positioned, and 

subjective – “a knowledge of modalities” that “demands the 

commitment of the subject who handles or manipulates it”. For 

Mignolo (2000:xviii), as discussed in CHAPTER 4, “Knowledge and 

truth in parenthesis” is one of “the keystones of decolonial thinking 

and doing”, precisely because it challenges the “imperial and war-

driven” logic of universal truths. Contra the territorial impetus of 

the THESIS, which lays things down thus, Mignolo posits the 

PARENTHESIS, which lays things down beside.  

Alternatively (as a further iteration of ‘thesis’), one could 

conceptualise this ‘different way of knowing’ via Derrida’s notion of 

the archive as PROSTHESIS. For Derrida (1995:88), the ‘prosthesis’ 

is a “distorted substitute”, a duplicitous stand-in for the past. Yet it 

nonetheless carries some small remnant of truth – a truth that has 

been “repressed or supressed” but that “resists and returns”. “It 

returns, it belongs, it comes down to spectral truth” (Derrida 

1995:87). According to Derrida (1995:88), this repressed or 

supressed truth ‘haunts’ the ‘delusion’ of the prosthesis: “a part of 

truth remains, a piece or a grain of truth breathes at the heart of the 

delusion, of the illusion, of the hallucination, of the hauntedness”.  

The prosthesis, in this regard, does not offer up the truth 

made manifest (as in positivist understandings of the archive), 

rather, it carries the truth within it as a ghostly residue. This truth 

cannot be resurrected by the ‘breath’ of the over-functioning 

historian. Instead, it itself ‘breathes’ into the space of history (into 

us, even), in a manner “which is irreducible to explanation” (Derrida 

1995:87). “The truth is spectral”, insists Derrida (1995:87); and, as 

Colin Davis (2005:376) elucidates, “Derrida’s spectre is a … figure 

hovering between life and death, presence and absence, and 

making established certainties vacillate. It does not belong to the 

order of knowledge” (to the order of ‘the thesis’, of things laid down).  
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In different but uncannily connected ways, both Mignolo and 

Derrida challenge the authority of the ‘epistemological master 

pattern’ that underpins the archival impetus, thus enabling, within 

it, a space for not knowing, or not knowing absolutely, or not 

knowing yet. Mignolo’s ‘truth in parenthesis’ is mindful of what it 

brackets out, recognising all knowledge as partial and positioned. 

Derrida’s ‘spectral truth’ is an injunction to converse with the 

ghosts of the past, not in the misplaced hope that “they will reveal 

some secret”, but so that they “may open us up … to an essential 

unknowing” (Davies 2005:379). For Davies (2005:379), “the 

spectre’s ethical injunction consists … in not reducing it 

prematurely to an object of knowledge” (Davies 2005:379). The 

injunction is to sit with what we don’t know, to converse with what 

we don’t know, to handle what we don’t know, even as this ghostly 

remainder “pushes at the boundaries of language and thought”. 

CHAPTER 4, in effect, answers this injunction: an 

engagement with erasure, a conversation with 

ghosts. Accepting that the historical record is 

riddled with holes, my approach endeavours to ‘do 

history’ precisely by opening up the holes in the 

discourse. Accepting that the historical record is 

malleable and unreliable, my approach works with 

malleability to refigure the authoritative history 

text. Accepting that an all-knowing gaze underpins 

the archival impetus, my approach obscures and 

erases; a citation that removes from sight.   

Both Mignolo’s and Derrida’s approaches to knowledge offer 

perspectives on performative praxis – and, indeed, the praxis of a 

performative historiography – as an open-ended engagement with 

the plural and spectral ‘truths’ of the past. The emphasis shifts away 

from the “grand narrative of givenness” that, according to Alun 

Munslow (2004:10), characterises traditional empiricist histories, 
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towards a space of possibility, now and in the future. In this sense, 

we are approaching what Sarah Noble Frank (2017:189) terms “a 

performative feminist historiography”, where the open-endedness 

of the performative “as if” challenges the constative norms of “a 

traditional historiography that seeks to describe the past as such”. 

The ‘as if’ of performative historiography unseats the totalitarian 

‘thesis’ (as a site of constative knowledge claims, of things laid down, 

of the past as such). 

In the process, performative historiography facilitates the 

writing of marginal histories and the histories of marginal subjects 

(Noble Frank 2017:190). But it also pushes at disciplinary 

boundaries (alongside the Derridean spectre), calling into question 

the ostensible ‘givenness’ of its field. As elucidated by Noble Frank 

(2017:190), performative methodologies “‘do something’ – that is, 

they aim to transform the conditions of historical writing in the 

discipline, rather than to simply describe the past constatively, or 

to describe the past as such”. A historiography envisaged in and as 

performative praxis is thus forward-looking in the most exhilarating 

sense. It “inaugurates certain historical subjects” (Noble Frank 

2017:190). It “expands the notion of what constitutes disciplinary 

knowledge” (Pelias 2005:417). It creates “conditions of possibility” 

(Noble Frank 2017:191).  

It produces the world that it wishes to examine.   
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It is at this febrile edge, in the ‘end’, that my study 

makes its contribution. It nudges at the boundary 

of what history could look like (when handled as a 

form of praxis); and it nudges at the boundary of 

what praxis could accomplish (when positioned as 

a means of ‘doing history’). In the process, it 

interrogates the place of knowledge in relation to 

the unknowable past, asking what it might mean 

to know, and to come to know, in the absence of 

definitive truth. But it does so praxically and 

performatively, working out (in its handlings) what 

matters now (and now). It addresses itself to the 

gritty reality of a war, but without reinscribing the 

‘war-driven logic’ of epistemological master patterns 

and aggressive assertions of fact. As thesis, as 

archive, my study embraces its inherent fallibility 

and incompletion – for it knows this as the only 

ethical way to know. Thus it puts itself in 

parenthesis, alongside Mignolo’s modal truth and 

Derrida’s whispering spectre. It listens. It breathes. 
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How, then, do I finally lay this thing down? Perhaps it is as simple 

as exiting the archive, collar turned to the London winter, the 

breath of spectral truths running through me and the dust of the 

past in my lungs. Perhaps it is as simple as boarding an aeroplane 

headed for home.  

“Leave everything behind you”, says the ominous voice in 

the safety video.  

 

And I do. 

 

And I don’t.  
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In both focus and approach, my ‘experimental history praxis’ shares 

affinities with numerous creative explorations, which, in turn, 

provide a resonant context for my work. Below, I endeavour to map 

the coordinates of this context, highlighting the work of fellow 

practitioners who engage with the archive and/or the book (and its 

constitutive elements, paper and text) to reflect on traumatic 

histories, precarious heritage, and/or gaps and oversights in the 

historical record. An underlying interest, in this regard, is the ways 

in which these works evince a performative dimension, positing a 

critical re-reading of history that destabilises its ostensible givens.     

Within South Africa, the ‘topic’ of the South African War has 

been investigated by various artists, many of whom were included 

in the 2013 exhibition, Re-Envisioning the Anglo-Boer (South 

African) War (Johannes Stegmann Art Gallery, Bloemfontein). 

Curated by Janine Allen and Angela de Jesus, the exhibition 

comprised a selection of contemporary artworks that had been 

donated to the War Museum of the Boer Republics (Bloemfontein). 

It featured Willem Boshoff’s installation 32,000 Darling little 

nuisances (2003), which, in the artist’s words, “responds to the 

unacceptable refusal of the five British monarchs of the twentieth 

century to apologise for the war crimes of the Anglo-Boer War” 

(Boshoff 2013:12). By juxtaposing the monarchs’ portraits with the 

names of children who died in the Bethulie camp, and through the 

strategic placement of a floor-mounted mirror which inverts and 

complicates an ‘easy’ reading of the work, Boshoff destabilises the 

ostensible given-ness of his subject, inviting reflection on the war 

as a site of interpretative slippage.  

Janine Allen’s See Emily play (2013) (from the same exhibition) 

similarly foregrounds the interpretative nature of this history. 

Comprising digital paintings and photomontage on sticker paper, 

the work appropriates an existing publication, Suffering of war: A 

photographic portrayal of the suffering of the Anglo-Boer War 

(2003), and endeavours to situate it within a larger context of 
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violence and trauma in South Africa’s troubled past. New material 

and annotations are inserted into the ‘found’ publication, such that 

“historical photographs and text are overlaid, partly erased, and 

juxtaposed alongside more recent images and text” (Allen 

2013:28). In this way, See Emily play positions history as dynamic 

and open-ended; as a woven ‘text’ that is perpetually written and 

rewritten, made and unmade, subject to “imaginative processes of 

brushing apart and reweaving” (Allen 2013:28). As with Boshoff’s 

work, it invites a performative engagement on the part of the 

viewer, who must actively read, read back, and re-read history 

against the grain of “destructive ideologies” (Allen 2013:28).  

Ironically, the lasting effects of such ‘destructive ideologies’ 

posed a number of challenges for Allen and De Jesus as curators. 

Despite their intention to stage a critical re-envisioning of the war 

(as per the exhibition’s title), they had to select from works that 

were often “overly sentimental” and/or “quite one-dimensional 

with regards to the complexity of the war” (Allen 2019, personal 

communication, 4 September). Moreover, the exhibition included 

not a single work by a black artist, because there were no works by 

black artists in the War Museum’s collection to select from (Allen 

2019, personal communication, 4 September). In many respects, 

this ‘gap’ in the collection mirrors the gaps in collective memory 

and historical understanding so deeply entrenched by Afrikaner-

nationalist mythologies; for although the erroneous framing of 

the South African War as a ‘white man’s war’ has been resolutely 

debunked by more informed scholarship, there are still very few 

black historians focusing on the war (Bill Nasson being a notable 

exception) and even fewer black artists.1 

                                                             
1 Possibly the most influential narrative to challenge the misperception of 
a ‘white man’s war’ is The Mafeking Diary of Sol T. Plaatje, first published 
in the early 1970s by anthropologist John Comaroff after the original 
manuscript was given to him by Plaatje’s grandson, Barolong Victor 
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Against this backdrop of omissions, Santu Mofokeng’s Black 

Photo Album/Look at Me: 1890-1950 serves as an illuminating foil, 

proffering an alternative perspective on South African society at the 

turn of the twentieth century and during the post-war rise of 

Afrikaner nationalism. Where Allen appropriates images of 

suffering in the South African War so as to comment on subsequent 

histories of violence, Mofokeng’s work draws impetus from a very 

different photographic archive: a collection of private photographs 

commissioned by urban black working- and middle-class families in 

South Africa between 1890 and 1950, at a time when, as Mofokeng 

suggests, “the government's policies on the ‘native question’ were 

being articulated” (Mofokeng & Enwezor 1998:158). Carefully  

composed as studio portraits, these images challenge ‘official’ 

depictions of the black populace as ‘tribal’ and ‘primitive’, rendered 

“in the same visual language as the flora and fauna” (Mofokeng & 

Enwezor 1998:158). The portraits exude a compelling sense of their 

sitters’ agency and dignity. At the same time, precisely because they 

embrace the affectations of Victorian studio photography, they “run 

the risk of being dismissed or ignored as evidence of pathologies, or 

bourgeois delusions” (Mofokeng & Enwezor 1998:158).  

                                                             
Molema. Plaatje’s account of the notorious siege of Mafeking is notable 
not only because it is “one of the most literate texts written under 
wartime pressures”, but also because it “represents an aspect that both 
official antagonists [Boer and British] were anxious to repress: the 
participation of black soldiers and civilians” (Starfield 2001:856). Despite 
the increasing recognition afforded to counter-narratives such as 
Plaatje’s, critical and creative responses to the South African War, by 
contemporary black South Africans, remain sparse. Within literature, 
Fred Khumalo is the only black writer engaging directly with the war (to 
my knowledge). His recent historical novel, The Longest March (2019), is 
set in 1899 South Africa, and recounts the march of seven thousand Zulu 
mineworkers from Johannesburg to Natal when the mines where closed 
at the outbreak of the war. I am not aware of any well-known black visual 
artists working directly and specifically with the South African War. 
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As with Allen’s See Emily play, Mofokeng ‘writes into’ the 

photographic archive, asking questions of it, interrogating its 

seeming self-evidence. In the 2013 publication, Black Photo 

Album/Look at Me: 1890-1950 (drawn from Mofokeng’s ongoing 

research project), pages of text appear between the reproduced 

images. In white font against a black ground, the authorial voice 

asks, for instance, “Are these images evidence of mental  

colonisation or did they serve to challenge prevailing images of ‘The 

African’ in the western world?” Here too, an easy reading of the 

archive – and of the violent history that informs the archive – is 

complicated. As “a meditation on black desire and what it means to 

be black under colonial domination” (Enwezor 1997:30), Black 

Photo Album/Look at Me: 1890-1950 affords no easy answers.  

In a similar vein, Keith Dietrich’s interrogation of colonial  

histories serves as a useful precedent, even though he (like 

Mofokeng) may not address the history of the South African War 

directly. Dietrich often reinvents the book form, reconfiguring its 

components in a manner that destabilises linear readings. Fragile 

Histories (2012) comprises delicate, tracing-paper fans of printed 

text layered over large-format photographs. Described on his 

website as “a ‘book’ comprising four sections or ‘volumes’” 

(Dietrich n.d.), the work narrates “the rich though unsettled 

histories” of the diverse inhabitants of South Africa’s Cape in the 

1700s – which included “indigenous Khoi and San people; slaves 

from Africa and the Indian subcontinent; slaves, political exiles and 

convicts from the Dutch East Indies (Indonesia); free blacks; slaves 

born at the Cape; Chinese and European visitors and settlers; and 

the offspring of the mixing of these groups”. Printed onto the 

radiating fans are excerpts from court records pertaining to trials 

that took place at the time, detailing “the atrocious sentences that 

were meted out for transgressions against a social order in which 

these people found themselves” (Dietrich n.d.). 
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In its allusion to South Africans’ hybrid ancestry, Fragile 

Histories shares, with my work, a preoccupation with identity, and 

heritage, which derives (in my case) from my ambivalent positioning 

as an anglicised Afrikaner. In turn, this invites comparison with a 

number of works that foreground the precariousness of hybrid 

identity (in some form or another). The list includes Berni Searle’s 

three-channel video projection, About to forget (2005), where 

Searle reflects on intergenerational trauma and loss: the result of 

her ‘mixed-race’ family being rent apart by racial classifications and 

attendant ideological differences. In the video, silhouetted figures 

cut from red crêpe paper, based on the outlines of relatives in old 

family photographs, are submersed in a bath of water. The red ink 

of the crêpe paper slowly bleeds into the water’s ebb and flow, until 

the cut-outs are almost entirely leached of colour (Berni Searle 

About to forget 2005). In the process, the work evokes the ‘quiet’ 

violence of forgetting and the gradual fracturing of bloodlines. 

Albeit in a different way, Leora Farber’s photographic series 

Dis-Location/Re-Location (2004-2007) evokes a similar quiet 

violence, using the metaphor of grafting to foreground the artist’s 

ambivalence as “a white, middle-class Jewish female of British 

descent, living in a Pan-African, postcolonial environment” (Farber 

2009). In Implanting Africa, Farber poses in lush gardens in an 

ornate gown, itself a hybrid of “Victorian dress conventions (e.g., 

corsets, wide skirts), African elements (e.g., tanned cowhide), and 

contemporary materials (e.g., parachute fabric)” (Farber 2009). The 

scene is idyllic, in many respects, but for the fact that the figure 

appears to be grafting an aloe plant (a genus found extensively in 

southern Africa) into the skin of her forearm. In her Doctoral 

thesis, Farber (2012:ii) refers to her “epistemological reality” as  

comprising “multiple ambivalences and ambiguities” – “between 

positions of inclusion and exclusion; insider and outsider; 

inhabitant and immigrant; alienation and belonging”.  
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The use of the botanical as metaphor is central to Farber’s 

Dis-Location/Re-Location, and appears to compelling effect, also, in 

Uriel Orlow’s Theatrum Botanicum (2016), a body of ongoing 

research which, as Orlow (n.d.) explains, “looks to the botanical 

world as a stage for politics at large”. Comprising film, photography, 

installation and sound, Theatrum Botanicum is a multi-layered 

exploration of “botanical nationalism and other legacies of  

colonialism” (Orlow n.d.). Within this larger project, the single-

channel video, The fairest heritage (2016), seems particularly 

resonant, in that, like many of my works, it speaks to the gaps in the 

Afrikaner nationalist archive. Orlow’s focus is a series of 1963 films 

commemorating the founding of Kirstenbosch, South Africa’s 

national botanical garden, discovered by Orlow in the cellar of the 

garden’s library. Not surprisingly, the films evince a typically 

racialised ‘celebration’: the high-profile scientists and visitors are all 

white, while the only Africans featured are labourers. In response, 

Orlow collaborated with actor Lindiwe Matshikiza, who, in the 

resulting video, inserts herself into the beam of the projected films 

and interacts with the ghostly protagonists, thus “contesting 

history and the archive itself” (Orlow n.d.). 

Further afield, and beyond the immediate scope of South 

African history, my work draws impetus from a number of like-

minded engagements with the archive. These include Stefanos 

Tsivopoulos’s The Precarious Archive (2016), an installation 

featuring nine hundred archival images and texts documenting four 

decades of prominent events in Greek history, ‘presented’ to the 

viewer by an archivist-performer. As Tsivopoulos (n.d.) explains, 

The precarious archive consists of “two interlocking components: a) 

the archive as a physical and conceptual presentation, and b) the 

performer as a continuous live action that activates and interacts 

with the archive and the public”. In many respects, the latter upsets 

the ostensible stability of the former, inviting reflection on “atypical 
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archival strategies”, “methods of representation”, and “the notion 

of visibility in our mediated democracies” (Tsivopoulos n.d.). 

Like Allen’s See Emily play, The precarious archive traces a 

traumatic history spanning decades, but resists the illusion of narrative 

cohesion and linear unfolding. Dislocated and decontextualised, 

‘older’ images of violence converse with those that are more recent 

(and vice versa), unanchored from the certitude of chronological 

‘truth’. In this sense, the work also brings to mind Michel Auder’s 

The course of empire (2017), where narratives of overt and covert 

exploitation and destruction, culled from various sources of found 

footage and text, clash and converge. Displayed, for documenta 14, 

as a 14-channel video installed in the derelict former underground 

station of Kassel’s Hauptbahnhof, the disparate films that compete 

for the viewer’s attention suggest the inchoate detritus of a largely 

senseless past, a cacophonous exposé of “Empire and language, 

and all the bodies in between” (Latimer n.d.). 

By contrast, Emily Jacir’s responses to the archive, and to the 

senselessness of past trauma, gravitate towards silence, registering 

the brutality of history obliquely and in relative quietude. In her 

essay ‘Silence Is Enough: On Emily Jacir’, Cynthia Cruz (2014) 

describes Jacir’s installation ex libris (2010-12) as a work that ‘folds 

into’ the loss it evokes: “this nothingness, this endless, stretching 

shadow”. ex libris bears witness to the thousands of books “looted 

from Palestinian homes, libraries, and institutions by Israeli 

authorities when the Palestinians were displaced en mass [sic] for 

the creation of the state of Israel in 1948” – many of which were 

kept “under the designation ‘A.P.’ (Abandoned Property) at the 

Jewish National and University Library in Jerusalem” (Cruz 2014). 

Photographed by the artist on her cell phone, the furtive traces of 

these displaced records, in all their handled and stained materiality, 

allude to the violence of dispossession through quiet inference. 

They convey the elusiveness of the past to which they refer, 

suggesting a time re-membered in glimmers and hints.  
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As with many of Jacir’s works, ex libris evinces a strategy of 

“re-reading ‘against the grain’” (Dampier 2008:368) not dissimilar 

to my research approach: an invested close-up scrutiny that takes 

the trace as indicative. But her work has been influential in other 

ways too, for my ambition to write on praxis as praxis (to write ‘as 

a matter of praxis’) is partly indebted to Jacir’s 100 Notes – 100 

Thoughts, co-authored with Susan Buck-Morss for documenta 13. 

Alongside the writings of other ‘prose-poet academics’ (such as 

Mieke Bal, Julia Kristeva and Jacques Derrida), Jacir and Buck-

Morss’s text evinces a critical-creative approach to writing that has 

undoubtedly shaped my own.  

In addition (and in conclusion), I regard this slight but pithy 

text as a pivotal praxis precedent because it came to me 

serendipitously, inaugurating a mode of working that I have carried 

with me ever since. I discovered 100 Notes – 100 Thoughts ‘by 

chance’, without specifically looking, in much the same way that I 

later chanced upon so many of the texts, records, motifs and 

moments that undergird this study. Towards the very beginning of 

my PhD journey, I commenced a piece of writing by reflecting on 

my serendipitous discovery; and as I look back (with one foot now 

on the finishing line), it seems only fitting that I ‘conclude’ by 

remembering that auspicious ‘beginning’:  
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I begin with a quote by Emily Jacir and Susan Buck-Morss (2011:27): 

“Art teaches us to see things. It is Anschauungsunterricht – training 

in observation”. 

I stumbled across these words in a sliver of a book, perusing the 

shelves in a London bookshop. I had no idea what the book was 

about, but as I scanned the text (before and after the line that 

caught my eye) I sensed that these words were instructive: they too 

would be part of my ‘training’, teaching me to see.  
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